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Rudolph next running mate?

AP

Kentucky Lt. Gov. Steve Pence answers questions Wednesday at the
Capitol in Frankfort, Ky., during a news conference to announce he would
not run on the ticket with Gov. Ernie Fletcher next year. "The decision was
a difficult one, and one I made only after much consideration with my family and some close friends," Pence said.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Upon the heels of Lt. Gov. Steve
Pence's announcement that he's not
going to join Gov. Ernie Fletcher in the
2007 re-election bid
Jar_ a second term,
Finance
Secretary
Robbie Rudolph confirmed his name is
among the possibilities.
Rudolph, a Murray
Rudolph businessman, has a
double
role
in
Fletcher's administration. Not only
does the lead the Finance and
Administration Cabinet, but Rudolph
also serves as the executive secretary of
the governor's cabinet.
In discussions with the governor,
Rudolph said his name was mentioned.
Fletcher learned lliesday that Pence,
who also has dual responsibilities in the
administration, will resign effective
Aug. 1 from his appointed position as
Justice Cabinet secretary and will not

Murray businessman, state finance
secretary's name mentioned as
possible lieutenant governor candidate
seek a second term with the governor.
He will finish out the current term.
which expires at the end of 2007.
"We are talking about who his running mate should be just as we are
about the justice secretary. We did the
same thing with the other secretaries
who left the administration," Rudolph
said in a telephone interview
Wednesday morning with the Ledger (1
Times. "In addition to secretary of
fmance, I'm secretary of the executive
cabinet. Naturally, I'm involved in all
of those discussions to name a replacement."
Fletcher has not said when he'll
name a running mate.
The movement in the administration
comes just a few weeks after Fletcher
was indicted on three misdemeanor
charges of conspiracy, official miscon-

Paris man
sentenced
in deadly
truck chase
Staff Report
The,Paris, Tenn., man who
drovT a stolen tractor-trailer in
what turned out to be a highspeed chase through five counties, including Calloway, in
February 2005, pleaded guilty to
three felonies and 44 traffic violations in Calloway Circuit
Court on Wednesday.
Phillip
Jackson, 33,
pleaded guilty
to receiving
stolen property, obscuring
the identity of
a machine and
fleeing
and
Jackson evading, all
three felonies.
He also admitted to the traffic
misdemeanors — 14 counts of
reckless driving, nine courts of
failing or improperly using a
signal, eight counts of disregarding a stop sign, five counts of
driving on the wrong side of the
road, six counts of speeding and
one count each of failing to yield
to a passing vehicle and improper passing.
Calloway Circuit • Judge
Dennis Foust sentenced Jackson
to a total of five years for the
three felonies. The guilty plea to
the misdernwor traffic charges
comes. with $1,120 in fines..
That prison sentence will run
concurrently with the five-yo.
term Jackson received for
Fulton County charges.
In February, Jackson pleaded
guilty in Fulton County, where
the chase started, to complicity
to criminal mischief, complicity
to theft by unlawful taking and
complicity to wanton endangerment. He has been in jail for the
past six months serving that sentence.
In Tennessee, Jackson pleaded to additional charges of
aggravated assault and evading
arrest, for which he received a
five-year probationary sentence.
Jackson was in possession of
the stolen tractor-trailer when he
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
• Fred Ashby, who has served
as principal of Calloway
County's East Elementary
School for the past 2 1/2 years,
has been named the new director
of pupil personnel for the
Calloway County Schools.
Ashby will begin his duties July
1.
He replaces Dennis Fisher
who is retiring this month.
Fisher moved here from Graves
County two years ago to be the
DPP.
"Fred was the strongest candidate for the DPP opening
among several qualified applicants. The organizational skills
and attention to detail that he
demonstrated while principal of
East Calloway Elementary will
serve him greatly in his new
position," commented School
Superintendent Steve Hoskins.

TOM BERRY/Ledger 8. Times

American Legion Post 73 Commander Don Adcock, second from right, is joined by vice
commander Jim Harris, left, adjutant Jim Thompson, and sargent-at-arms Larry
Williams, at the organization's former Maple Street headquarters Wednesday afternoon.
The 100-year-old building and property have been sold to Murray's United Methodist
Church and Legion members are looking forward to relocating in a new facility.

Old Legion building
gets newChurch.owners

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
After more than 80 years of use. the
American Legion Post 73's headquarters at the
corner of Sixth and Maple streets has been
sold.
Don Adcock, post commander of the
newly-renamed Billy Lane Lauffer American
Legion Post 73, said maintenance costs had
begun to outweigh the usefulness ofthe building and Legion members decided to sell the
facility. He said the deal was recently finalized
with officials from First United Methodist
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duct and political discrimination as the
result of Attorney General Greg
Stumbo's year-long investigation into
hiring practices.
The lieutenant governor said in his
announcement that his
decision is in the best
interest of his family.
He. also called the
grand jury investigation a distraction.
Fletcher
• Pence was actually
Fletcher's
second
choice for lieutenant g
r. His initial running mate, 0 , County's
Hunter Bates, dropped off
ticket
amid questions about his Kentu v sidency.
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"We finalized the plans about a week or so
ago and we're now working on building another facility out by the (Bee Creek) Soccer
Complex," he said.
Adcock said the old building was constructed sometime between 1903, and 1909. The
American Legion bought the building in 1923
with the final mortgage payment paid in 1947.
Although it has been rented to other groups —
most recently Veterans of Foreign Wars Post

•See Page 3A

Call me for
all your
insurance
needs.
John Williams
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Vanderbilt officials,
union to meet with
mediator June 13
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Union leaders with the
United Steel Workers 0879 at
the Vanderbilt Chemical and
Mineral Corp. and management
officials are scheduled to meet
on Tuesday, June 13, with Ben
Jeffries, a federal mediator. The
meeting, to be held in Murray,
comes after union employees
were locked out of the plant at
midnight Friday, Feb. 3, when a
contract between the two
expired, according to Dwain
Bell, president of the local
union.
-This will be a meeting with
the union committee, company
representatives and the federal
mediator," Bell said. -This is a
meeting that the mediator set up.
We all want to get back to the
bargaining table and get something going. We are very hopeful
we can work something out."

Bell said Jeffries is a mediator with the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service in
Louisville and has worked to
mediate differences with other
area plants and unions in the
past.
Heil noted that the mediator
"doesn't have the power to say
who will take what," but he did
say he was "very optimistic that
something positive will come
out of the meeting. It will be up
to both sides to determine what
happens as a result of the talks.
It will be a matter for the two
parties. But we won't know that
until we get in there and start
talking."
Bell said after the initial contract expiration, union officials
were "wining to talk, and wanted to talk" but because they
were locked out of the plant they •

•See Page 2A
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"I believe he is leaving East in
good shape with tesk scores
trending upward and strong PTA
support, and I know that it's
important to him to make a
smooth transition to the next
principal.
"Dennis has
dose a great
job
under
sometimes difficult circumstances. He's
reached
the
point in his
career where it
Ashby
makes the most
sense for him to retire. All of the
district will miss his many contributions to our schools, his
good advice to colleagues and
his sense of humor," Hoskins
added.
As director of pupil person-
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Families protest mine investigation
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) --Investigators at a southeastern
Kentucky mine where five miners were killed in an explosion
questioned employees about
safety Wednesday while family
members of the dead miners
protested outside.
The questions focused on
whether the seals used to keep
out combustible gases were built
properly, miner James Roark
said.
The seals are a major part of
the investigation of Kentucky
Darby Mine No. I since investigators believe that the May 20
blast was a methane-fueled
explosion:
"All I could tell them is we
built them the best we know
how." said Roark, who three
months ago helped build one of
the three seals damaged in the
blast.
Miner Jeff Coker, who had
exited the mine just minutes
before the explosion, said he
was also asked about the seals,
though he explained that he didn't work around them often.
Coker worked in the same
shift with two of the victims.
. Jimmy Lee and Amon "Cotton"
Brock, and helped rescuers enter
the mine immediately after the
explosion. He said the interviewers asked him if he knew
what kind of work Lee and
Brock were doing in the mine
benne the explosion but that he
05,15111
added: "It Was a sate
the safest one out there.While the employees were
allowed to bring attorneys, none
opted to do so Wednesday.
Outside the interview room.
mote than a doteir widows and
other r elato,es wearing black
lie

Mine.

nreSherlifPoUcgolls

Calloway County Fire-Rmscurs
• About 330 p.m. Tuesday the smell of smoke was reported at a
house on Ky. 94 East about three miles east of town. CCFR
found no problems.
• A transformer fire was reported about 9 p.m. in Coldwater at Ky.
121 and Hammond Road.
•CCFR responded to a structure fire about midnight off Cherokee
Trail. The cause of the blaze is undetermined, but the house was
completely destroyed
Calloway County Shertft's Department
• A collision was reported at 11:24 a.m Tuesday on Ky. 94 East
past Ky. 280. A gray truck hit a person who was flagging traffic
The subject's fool was run over.
• A caller from a Ky. 94 East residence reported at 5:02 p.m.
Tuesday that someone broke in and stole medication. The theft is
being investigated.
Murray State University Police Department
• A cell phone was reported stolen from the Student Recreation
and Wellness Center at 8:31 p.m. Tuesday. The theft by unlawful
taking less than $300 case is under investigation.
• A wallet was reported stolen from the Student Recreation and
Wellness Center at 8:51 p.m. Tuesday. The theft by unlawful takAP
ing less than $300 case is under investigation.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Family and friends of miners killed in a southeastern Kentucky mine explosion held signs critand citations from various agencies.
offistate
by
held
hearing
Wednesday
closed-door
a
icizing Gov. Ernie Fletcher and protested
'cials investigating the blast in Harlan Ky. The May 20 blast at the Darby Mine No. 1 killed five
miners, while a sixth was rescued,
experience in safety and acciribbons commemorating the through Friday.
Roark said he felt pressured dent investigations can be
fallen miners held signs criticizing Gov. Ernie Fletcher and by some of the investigators' brought to bear in this inquiry, From Front
protesting the closed-door inter- questions, saying, "I can't give as it has been in others," Roberts
Pence is the fourth cabinet secretary to leave the administration
said in a statement.
them answers I don't have."
views.
The UMWA was also desig- since Fletcher took office in 2004 as the first Republican governor
Meanwhile state and federal
"Company reps in, family
out, WHY!?" and mine safety officials accompa- nated as a miners representative in three decades. The others were Commerce Secretary Jim Host,
reps
"Governor, what's there to nied a representative from the at the nonunion Sago mine in Health and Family Services Secretary Jadies Holsinger and
United Mine Workers of West Virginia earlier this year.
hide?" the signs read.
Personnel Secretary Erwin Roberts resigned to return to his law
Four of the five families of practice.
State officials rejected a America into the mine, a day
request earlier this week that after they said they were waiting fallen miners in Kentucky are
The next question: Is Rudolph interested in running on Fletcher's
representatives for families have for the underground environ- being represented by attorney ticket?
Tony Oppegard, former general
access to the interviews and be ment to be safe.
"I want to do what's best for this governor and this administraMax ,Kennedy, the UMW counsel for the state Office of
able to q.uestion witnesses.
to move Kentucky forward," Rudolph said. "I'm interested in
tion
and
Licensing,
Resources official, was designated a miners Mine Safety and
Natural
the governor and his accomplishments into the next term
furthering
Commissioner Susan Bush said representative by MSHA after at Kenny Johnson, former deputy
.
moving the commonwealth forward."
Tuesday that the state needed least two Darby miners request- commissioner of the state while
Should he be tabbed as the mitt running mate, it wouldn't be the
accurate information quickly ed a representative in the inves- Department of Mines and
first time Rudolph's run for lieutenant givernor. He did so in 2003
and wanted witnesses to be as tigation, according to UMWA Minerals.
Oppegard and Johnson tried with gubernatorial hopeful former Jefferson County Judgecomfortable and forthcoming as International President Cecil E.
to walk into the, interviews held Executive Rebecca Jackson.
Roberts.
possible.
The Fletcher-Pence ticket defeated Jackson and Rudolph in the
"Although the Darby mine is at a state technical college in
The panel questioned 10
Darby employees Wednesday. a nonunion mine, these miners Harlan, but they were calmly Republican primary, and Rudolph almost immediately endorsed
The interviews of 26 subpoe- have asked us to participate on turned away by lead state inves- Fletcher.
naed workers were to continue their behalf so that the UMWA's tigators.

-IN Rudolph •••

•Ashby ...
From Front
compile and
net.
manumit the district's records of
attendance and student aci.ountmg. Landman: homebound and
hospital hound student services.
assist in implementing and interpreting the district policies
regarding safety and discipline.
ollaborate with CoMMUIlli
prugrains and Loun authorities
m rho' icsolution of pupil needs
and potblems and wOrk with

principals, teachers, and guidance counselors to reduce the
school dropout rate, he said.
"My immediate goals are to
work with the current DPP, district stall and future East princi- .
pal to ensure a smooth transition. ty, long-term goals are to
elfectively implement and coordinate 'elated district educational objectiscs and programs in
order to benefit students,Ashby noted.
Ile said thg new job was a

"very good opportunity for me,
at a good time in my career, with
iigreat school district."
The opening for the East
Elementary principal's position
has been posted on the Kentucky
Department of Education Web
site, and hiring could occur after
30 days., The current SBDM
council (minusAshby) will
review applications, interview
and then present the candidate to
be hired by the superintendent.
The East council has sched-
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

COOKOUT
FRI. & SAT.• JUNE 2ND & 3RD

Fresh Whole
Lg, BBQ Chicken
ONLY
H

Hot Lean & Meaty

RIBS

$12
t
.

•I

4

$6ea.

SMOKED
SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

Fresh Pork BBQ
Sandwiches

$2 $

I

Right Off the Grill!

Whole
Boston Butts

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound
6 lb.
$

Hamburgers

Pr.,........with positive reading estkrieno•,
*Enhances reading dulls. writing. spelling, phonemic awareness & fluenc)
*Develops reading comprehension vocabulary, oral reading or study skills
• Assesses through DIEBEIS
Ri•ad and VirIte Gold Computer Program
•
Program provided by MEM Department of
Early Childhood & Elementary Education

270-809-2500

2„$5

10

Sessions: June 22nd - July 14th
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 100-2:00 p.m.
First Meeting: 3101 E Alexander Hall

Cost:.$60.00 per student
Fees can be reduced based on financial need)
To apply or for more information, please call Nancy at

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

both been very positive for the
school.
"It has been a privilege for
me to work with East students,
families and staff as principal. 1
would not want to be a principal
anywhere else. I look forward to
continuing to work with them,
as well as all other Calloway
County students, families and
staff in my new role as DPP"
Ashby received his bachelor
of music education in 1982 from
the University of Kentucky; a

ow--- SUMMER READING/
mon WRITING/LITERACY
PROGRAM

FOOD
GIANT
1
6

uled an open forum for today to
hear ideas, comments and suggestions regarding the principal
selection.
"I anticipate the position
attracting a pool of very strong
candidates." he said. "I think I
have helped to foster East's welcoming. student-fecused, and
safe learning environment
Student achievement scores and
parental involvement have continued to trend upward. Staff
additions and development have

tia46•WANAA1414•6‘•••64•464•44.44

41.1

lling Hill
urs-er
a Gifts
WI HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852

-Sipring Savingi Spectacular

New Shipments
*Knock-Out Rose

75c
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only

*Endless Summer Hydrangea

*Lava Rock
*Colored Mulch

20°
ANY 1 ITEM.

Rib Eye
Sandwich

1
tt 2for.$5

,
Smoked Turkey ,f
Breast
6 lb.Avg.

Cash & Carty Only
res 6-.5-06)
(
'need,Cceetbri/Venreet iteera
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

95e

Call ahead to oasts

z -N BEGINNING AT 10 A.M.WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

it0

master of music education in
1989 from Murray State
University; his Rank I in 1,999;
and his principal certification in
2000.
Prior to being named East
Elementary principal in January
2004,Ashby taught in Calloway,
Caldwell and Hopkins counties
for 19 years and served as a middle school assistant principal for
2 1/2 years.

•Union ...
From Front
established an "informational"
line at the intersection of U.S.
641 North and Pella Way to
keep people aware of the status
of the negotiations.
According to past reports, the
main differences have centered
around pension and insurance
issues.'These are the two issues
that got us where we're at." Bell
said."We are hopeful that favorable things come about as a
result of our meeting."
"At the time negotiations
broke off, the company had put
forth a package that included a
wage -increase, a 401(k) plan
like that available to non-union
employees and contributions
toward the future cost of medical insurance at the same rate as
other non-union employees."
Richard Vonnahme, executive
vice president at Vanderbilt
Chemical and Mineral Corp. had
stated previously.
Bell said that should everything go smoothly at the meeting, it could be possible to settle
the situation quickly.
"Time and information are
the great unknowns, but yes, we
could call a meeting of the membership within hours. My suggestion would be that as soon as
we could get a tentative agreement from the company, we
would meet and vote." he said.

•Paris.
From Front
drove it through five counties in
western Kentucky and western
Tennessee on Feb. 14. 2005,
after it was suspected stolen
from a Cayce location. The pursuit continued through Hickman
and Graves counties before
passing through Calloway and
ending in Henry County, Tenn.
Toward the end of the chase,
County
Calloway
former
Sheriff's Detective Jim Wright
fatally shot Levi Alexander of
Puryear. Tenn., who was riding
in the truck Jackson was cWrving.
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Third annual Kirksey Day to feature free food, games for all
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By TOM BERRY
Ste Writer
K1RKSEY, Ky. — The Third
Kirksey Day has been
planned for Saturday at Kirksey
Park and everyone is invited to
partake of some good food,
music, games and fellowship.
Michael Harrison, a member
of the Kirksey United Methodist
Church and an organizer of the
erfent, said the fun will kick off
at II a.m, and continue through
around 3 p.m. at Kirksey Park,
located next to the church.
"We're always going to have

Settle is new
education
co-op director
Dr. John C. Settle has been
selected to lead the West
Kentucky
Education
Cooperative as .the new executive director. Settle will assume
the position on July I. Settle
currently serves as director of
school services and research in
the College of Education at
Murray State University.
Prior to assuming the position at Murray State, Settle was
superintendent of Bowling
Green City Schools in Bowling
Green. Settle served as superintendent from July 1, 1994, to his
retirement on Oct. 1, 2006.
Settle is a native of McLean
County and began his career in
1970 as a social studies teacher
in McLean County High School
41977-79) and as the instruction
supervisor for the district from
1978 to 1988.
In 1988 Settle was selected
as the director of elementary
schools for the Daviess County
Public School District. In 1990
Settle was named director of
professional development for
the district and remained in
Daviess County until selected as
superintendent of Bowling
Green School in 1994.
Settle holds a baccalaureate
degree from Kentucky Weslyan
College (1970), a master's of
arts, (1974) and Ed.S. (1980)
Kentucky
Western
from
University and earned the doc-,
torate of education degree from
the University of Kentucky in
1995.
Settle has served as president
of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators (1995),
the Kentucky Association of
Education Supervisors (1991
and 1995) and has been a member of several state-wide committees, commissions and task
forces in his career.
The cooperative provides
service to the 27 memker public
school districts through professional development opportunities, adult education programming and educational programs.

II Legion ...
From Front
6291 -- the Legion has occupied the building most of the
time.
-This is an historic occasion
for us...It's kind of like getting
rid of one of your kids," he said.
jokingly.'Of course it was a kid
that ate too much."
Chris Wooldridge. of First
United Methodist . Church's
Board of Trustees, said Tuesday
afternoon that church officials
have completed the purchase
and now will consider options
from its members and leaders
regarding how it will be used.
Adcock said the Legion has
contracted for the construction
of a new $55,(XX) building on
C.C. Lowry Drive near the Bee
Creek Wastewater Treatment
Plant. Earlier this year,' the
Murray City Council voted to
lease two acres of property in
the area to the Legion for SI per
year for 20 years.
Adcock said previously that
the building would also double
as a community center; particularly targeting youth sports
teams that play at nearby soccer
complex.
Construction is scheduled to
begin soon.
"Right now we're still working with the city. but we'll probably go into construction in
about the next 30 to 45 days: as
soon as the city council convenes and accepts our last proposal," he said. "We have the
contractor off in the wings right
now waiting with his shovel."
The Legion is temporarily
meeting at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
conference room and looking
forward to getting into a new
facility.
"Once we get the new building up we're planning on giving
the community the services they
deserve," Adcock said.

it the first Saturday in June from
now on and, of course, this one
will be June 3," Harrison said.
"We're offering free food, which
is hamburgers, hot dogs, browndrinks,
chips,
ies,
popcorn. things like that."
Harrison said there will be
plenty of games with prizes
awarded to young champions as
well a two large Backyard
Bouncers for the little ones to
play on.
-We've also got a baseball
throw, a duck pond, buried treasure, and ping-pong," he said.
"We've got a couple of crafts

Ee

music and he will also be giving
little (historic) information
about Kirksey in between each
musical group," Harrison said.
A softball game between
members of Union Hill Church
of Christ — winners of
Kirksey's church league softball
championship in 2005 — and
Froggy 103 radio station will
kick off at 2:30 p.m. Additional
ballgiunes will also be played.
Also, Woodmen of the World
members will provide child
identification kits and deputies
from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department will be on-

t set up for the people to sit
we're going to do, too, and that
r and there will be a wagon
will all be free. We'll also have ,
bingo for the adults and we've setting out there for the groups
to play on."
got a cakewalk."
Solo singer Chris Allen will
All the games will begin at
11:30 a.m. Those planning to kick off the musical entertainattend are encouraged to bring ment at 11:30 a.m. followed by
their own lawn chairs and what- For Heaven's Sake about an
ever else they might need to be hour later. The Smith Family
comfortable because hours of will provide music beginning
musical entertainment have around 1:20 p.m. followed by
Stone and Good
Kailey
been planned.
"We've got four musical Company which will entertain
groups that are going to be from around 2:15 p.m. until
here," Harrison said. "All of the 3:15.
"Joe Pat James will be our
music will be on the north side
of the church. There will be a master of ceremonies for the

Us a

site performing child safety-seat
checks.
Also planned is the exhibit of
two antique vehicles and one of
the fire trucks from the Kirksey
substation.
To avoid traffic congestion.
Harrison said everyone is asked
to enter the park grounds from
the southside of the church and
exit through the north.
"We just want to remind
everybody that it's all free and
everyone will have a good
time," Harrison said.
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• TREATED LUMBER* • FRAMING LUMBER*
•CONSTRUCTION GRADE PLYWOOD • OSB

Let's Build Something TogetherSPECIALVALUE!
ICWIERNE011•

now

$79
was s104

7/16" x 4' x 8' OSB
•Use for roof, wall or subfloor
#12212

Werner 16' Aluminum
Extension Ladder
"225 lb load capacity
.
"Includes ALFLO
rung joints for
Twist-Proof"
performance
#212664

now
$268

_

Werner
trusted by
pros 4-to-1.

2" x 4" x 96" SPFD Stud
• Precision end trimmed .Lightweight
"Straight "Easy to cut and nail #06005, 6001
2' x4" x8' Treated
•Limited lifetime warranty
against rot and decay #46905

SPECIALVALUE!

now

$58
was s82

SPECIALVALUE!

SPECIALVALUE!

Werner 8' Aluminum

$397 „
$198 50 lbs
was
Quiluetee Concrete Mix

Stepladder
"250 lb load capacity
"Includes Tool-Tra- Top. that
holds paint cans and has slots
for roller tray 098138

was .4
Ice Mountain" Bottled Water
#57284

"Just add water "Use for any general concrete work
#222710

one stop for great values
5 days only! June 1 5
FREE $20
Card
Gift
with each installed

Fully assembled Reedy to install

Thermaar by Rolla vinyl or
ma
Pella wood
gh
vala
rePlac
window Offer
6/4/06
4

5.

now
s298

SPECIALVALUE!

SPECIALVALUE!

SPECIALVALUE!

$1269-Ute

$597

was s328
6' 15-Ube Steel French Patio Door Unit
810"H
"Ready to paint *Rough opening 7?
#135878, 135886

Steel
32" or 38"
Entry Door Unit
•Ready for lockset and
deadbolt •Pnmed and ready
to paint

-= BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE
25°

3-Pack Dust Control
Air Fitter
"Available in a variety of
sizes

24"W x 36"H

Double-Hung Vinyl
Replacement Window
"Limited lifetime warranty
"Available through Special Order

Carlon

18 Cu. In. New Work
Electrical Box
"Blue "Single gang
"Non-metallic constructionl
#70972

FREE $100 Gift Card
with purchase of $399 or more of Owens
Corning shingles Excludes 20-yew
shngles and accesscnse. See store for
details Offer valid through 6/11/06

Purchase $2500 of installed roofing
and receive a $250 Gift Card Offer
valid through 6/11/06

$148
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1/2 HP OuietLift
Garage Door Opener
1120031

4

•
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S
1 i

32" or 36"
Signature Senes
Storm Door
Price includes frame and nardy.,,,,

select Larson brand StormT
on any Garage Door Opener S148 or more
\!):01.11 $198 or more Offer valel 60/06 through 6/54:6 See store for details
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Knowing where
the voters stand
It is odd how there are so many issues on which the
two political-party establishments in the United States sharply
differ but on which the public is relatively united. As the
debate rages in Congress on whether to be tough on the •
border or generous in granting citizenship and guest-worker
status to illegal immigrants, the Fox News :poll of May 9
echoes the public's point of view: Do it all!
While their party leaders steadfastly
resist granting "amnesty" by 'allowing. "illegal immigrants who have jobs in the United States to apply for legal temporaryworker status," voters back the proposal by
an overwhelming 63-29 percent. And,
despite the posturing of the right wing,
Republican voters say yes by 63-30.
Nor are Democrats any more likely to
fall in line behind their party's polarizing
positions. Asked if they back "using thousands of National Guard troops temporarily
Morris
Advisory to help patrol agents along the Mexican
By Dick Morris border to stop illegal immigration, voters as
a whole answer yes by 63-31, and even
Syndicated
Democrats support the idea by 52-40.
Columnist
And everybody supports increasing the
Border Patrol force. Voters as a whole
hack the addition of thousands of new agents by 79-17, and
DennIciats go along hy 71-22.
So why is Our politics so polarized when our voters are
not'
The Firs News poll go.es us the answer. The Atherican
people see illegal immigration as a serious problem and tend
to Li% of anyll114 that will solve it. Eighty-six percent say it
is a ‘Cfsoinew hat serious problem, and 57 percent call
Ii ',et\ smolt. Dill!, lasercent take it more lightly.
Indeed. in the ultirrale heresy for the Bush administration. 52 peicent of all Americans - and 63 percent of
Republii ins
s,iy. they would be willing to pay $100 in
esti., Lases it die knew that it would all go toward border
set. in II!,

President Bush understands, for once. where the public is
on this issue As a result, his proposal is a grab bag of
Cs cry proposal that is out there. The two parties' extreme
ideiolog uc s ,ire Mistaking the public's mood in attempting to
ihe Bush package and back the parts that appeal to
!helm ideologies w lute opposing the rest. That is not what
Amei i,. ans
or their own constituents - want. They want
ey cry thing passed. whether it has its genesis on the left or
the oghi
It's vriu,iIly the same situation on gas prices. People
w ant solutions whether they are ideologiv all acceptable to
I hen parties or not The lett sees no reason why we should
not di ill for mine oil and the right strongly supports altematise hods N tide it is possible to ask the polling questions
in sisal a Nit!, as io shoiA, (11s:1W-et:Men( where there really
isn't ans. it is striking how voters essentially f av or whatever
oi
sol e the kev problems
NA hell he was the t S. amhassador to FranA Felix
Rout sii teputedly said that the dillerence between the
I remit and the Amen( an people was that the "French value
ideas osei taos ntnle Americans s able fairs user ideas." His
point isis 91.1; sc want vOlal works while the French have
ill Sit
Ill See it
lo
ilk
. remedy
Its in with
then ide(ii,Ti, ii voakic rev,
But ,,Lii liliuIii.utis are OIL teasing Is following the French
i in king one anodic''s solutions when the people
In, RIO
siuiipl nil, then elected otticials to pass es erything that
will w k and get on ss oh o
I slopes i dim the real reason tor (ht.' Republican opposition to the Bush ploposals tot an earned path to citizenship
is that they are worried about a massive number of new.
atimo Gtizens and thetetote ‘.olers As with the rnotor-voter
ice isliii's.thev san't admit it hut Republii an. like to keep
die it am hist limited to those uponsshouii they can count
I his polls
ii stKli an csil moos anon lurks underneath Got,
oleo . is shortsighted I he Flisparm. s are going to vote in
large noodle!. es entually ans nil Olds the question of for
"hint lii's will o“ole is up t.oi grabs
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Bush & Bush
Father-son presidents take different
paths, reach similar conclusions
WASHING I(

(API
Fhrough
his presidency.
George W
Bush has
worked
hard to
avoid
repeating
the mistakes of
father
Washington his
Ile has
Today
done
By Tom Raum almost
Acscrlated
es ery thing
Press Wnter
ferently.
set
iiitds n'
ht
self in the same hole
despite trumping his dad by
winning a second term
He is roughls at ilie
same place in the polls
where the elder Bush w as
at the low point of his
presidency, with only about
three of es er lii Americans
registering approval like
his lather before him, this
president faces a rebellion
among consersatis es. an
uncertain economic outlook
and the prospect of Repuhli
can losses ittNON ember
The first President Bush
liked to quote yogi Berra.
his tav onte-pop philosopher.
and his curious take on
baseball loss "We made NNW
many wrong unsiakes"
What were the biggest
mistakes of George W
Bush's presidency' When
asktd that at an April 20114
news conference, he said he
could not think of any A
far more suhdued Bush In ,ss
acknowledges some mann
ones
and not the ones
his lather made
The include "kind of
tough talk, ' in know. that
sent the wrong signal to
people.- Hush said al a
Thursday news conference
with British Prime Minister
Tons Blair Ile said the
inhumane treatment of

muff')

pm

111.•-o 4s.
Southern
en,'tumefy

pnsoners at Baghdad's hu
Ghraih prison was one it
the darkest marks on his.
watch.
"NowI think he wishes
he had not takvi a blanket ,
s tew that es ers thing his
lathe' did was wrong." said
Bruce Buchanan, a University of le xas professor who
has (lose!) studied the'Bush
Lundy. "Stay, mg out of
Baghdad looks like a brilliant move ar this point.Dunne ,the Persian (hill War
in 199 . the first President
Bush did mot send LS.
troops.. utu o Baghdad to oust
President Saddam Hussein
S led coalition
alter ihic,'
ousted
e Iraqi arm from
Ku us
lluek.1.111CIII president
the 2001
v asion that done
Saddam thom power was
right.
A recent AP-Ipsos poll
put Bush's approv al rating
at ;3 percent Other polls
has e put him es en lower
Bush the elder sunk to 29
percent in a Gallup poll in
early August 1992 soon
after Democrats nominated
Bill Clinton
The ditterences are most
pronounced on Iraq Thes
also extend ti, the Bushes'
attitudes (on imentatnonal
institutions, poet-Tomtit
spending and lases allti teal .
L.,
lo conseiv
"It s ou didn't know
them, it s ou
from
Mars and heCallie a ...indent
(4 both presidencies. you
wouldn't know the were
father and son.- said Repuh
hcan strategist liii Rogers.
an of tioal m the first Bush
White House
Still Rogers said. the
president -is (let timely otos •
mg tow aid his Lithe: in
terms lit hay mg a better
sense of history and a better
understanding ot the I S
and its place in the W orld
If us ac krn,w ledgment of
errors in Iraq "ut. As .1 hour

way from the president who
and. generally moderate
couldn't think of a single
views, and never warmed up
mistake," Rogers said.
to him. He alienated them
As to Mars, that is one
further by breaking his antion which they agree. Both
tax pledges and not embracBushes proposed an eventual ing their agenda.
manned 'mission. They have
The younger Busk courttaken different approaches in ed the right and won their
other areas:
backing through two presi▪'Iraq: The elder Bush
dential victories. Recently,
assembled a broad coalition
however, many have abanand drove Hussein's invaders doned him in disputes over
out of .Kuwait but did not
immigration, deficit spendmove into Baghdad. "We
ing, and what some consercrushed their 43 divisions,
vatives see as lack of White
but we stopped — we didHouse assertiveness on
n't just want to kill, and
social causes such as outhistory will look on that
lawing abortion and gay
kindly,- he said in a memmarriage.
oir written with Brent Scow • Economy: The father's
croft, his national security.
astronomical poll numbers
adviser.
from the Gulf War evaporatThe younger Bush
ed in a weak economy and
ignored those words — and
amid. a widespread percepScowcroft's public admonish- tion he was out of touch.
ments -- arid invaded BaghFor the younger Bush,
dad in March 2003 without
the economy has grown for
broad international support.
more than four years. But
Baghdad fell and Saddam
the outlook is clouded by
was later captured but the
instahilits in the Middle
East, soaring gasoline prices
war continues. At least
2,460 0.S. troops have died. and other signs of rising
Iraq is a main reason for
inflation, higher interest
Bush's low approval ratings
rates and a housing slowdown.
and it weighs heavily on all
Republicans on inntreom
Bill Knstol, who Was
election ballots.
Vice President Dan Quayle's
.111 Taxes and spending:
chief of staff in the first
Ube elder Bush filette
.
:L__ Bush administration, said the
"Read my lips: no n
curront president's recent
taxes.- then agreed to a
-itrinility on Iraq and admisbipartisan tax • increase It
sion of mistakes might be
helped shrink the deficit but
"just adjusting to reality."
cost him credibility
Kristol, editor of the conThe younger Bush stood
servative Weekly Standard,
firm against tax increases
said a rebound from the
and paid close heed to the
lows charted by the elder
economy. tie delis ered on .1
Bush is possible — and that
series of large tax cuts
recent stall changes may
But the U S. balance
help pave the way.
sheets tipped from Mg Sur"I think he can come
plus to big deficit because
hack. Of course, it could
ot those cuts, recession, the
get worse. but politics is
teironst attac ks, vs ars in
pretty dynamic,- Kristol
Afghanistan and Iraq and
said.
increased homeland-security
spending
MI?! RtIUM has covered
• Consenati‘es: They
Wishing/on for The. Associwere suspicious of the elder
(lied Press since 1973,
Bush's New Fngland roots
inn luchng rise presidencies.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
WWW.hOuse.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sett. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Budding Washington. D.C. 20510
www.iirn bunning0bunning senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Washington, D.C. 20510

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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Obituaries

States to get $740 million in Homeland
Security grants to deal with terrorism

Korn Hack

Kerry Hack, 61, Paducah, died Tuesday. May 31), 2(306, at 3:55
p.m. at his home.
Employed as an operating engineer, he was a member of
International Union of Operating Engineers #181, Lodge 0449 of
the Free and Accepted Masons and of Harmony Baptist Church.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
He was the son of the late Robert Hack and Geneva Butler Hack. two cities targeted in the Sept.
Two sisters and one brother also preceded him in death.
II, 2001 attacks will receive far
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Diane McIntosh Hack; one fewer counterterrorism dollars
daughter, Mrs. Cindy Nanney, Cass City, Mich.; one son, Terry this year than in 2005 in what
Hack, West Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Flora Mae Morris, the
Homeland
Security
Michigan, Mrs. Sharon Dunlap, Paducah, and Mrs. Diann Canter, Department described Thursday
Mayfield; three brothers, Bobby Hack, Murray, James Hack, Union as a need to spread funding out
City, Tenn., and John Hack, Possum Trot, four grandchildren; one to other conununities facing
great-grandchild.
threats.
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Milner & On
Homeland Security officials
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Stephen Seaford will officiate. Burial also noted a $125 million cut in
will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
the funds available for the 2006
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today fiscal year from last year. In all,
46 cities will share $740 million
(Thursday). Masonic rites will be at the funeral home at 7 tonight.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P.O. in Homeland Security grants to
Box 7100, Paducah, Ky., 42002-7100.
prevent and respond to terror
attacks and, to a lesser extent,
other catastrophic disasters like
Wilburn (Bill) Suiter
The funeral for Wilburn (Bill) Suiter was Wednesday at 2 p.m. in hurricanes.
"At the end of the day our job
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rob Key and Tye
is to make sure that we apply
Barnett officiated.
Active pallbearers were Andy Suiter, Donald Suiter, David resources in an appropriate manSalter, Justin Suiter, Charles Melvin and Larry Melvin. Honorary ner across the full breadth of this
pallbearers were Paul Morris, Tony Kelton, Tommy Jones. Hershel nation so that we "get the maxiWilson, Tommy Gossett, Bo Kennedy and elders and deacons of mum benefit out of those dolHomeland
Security
Pottsville Church of Christ. Burial was in the Maplewood Cemetery. lars,"
George
Mr. Suiter, 90, Mayfield, formerly of the Pottsville community, Undersecretary
died Sunday, May 28, 2006, at 5:15 a.m. at Heritage Manor Foresman told reporters in
Washington.
Healthcare Center, Mayfield.
State and local officials also
A retired employee of Roman Ceramics, he was also a welder and
farmer. He had served in the Civilian Conservation Corps Camp. Ai need to budget for disaster
member of Pottsville Church of Christ, he formerly attended preparations, Foresman said,
calling the federal grants'
Lebanon Church of Christ,
He was the son of the late Lon Suiter and Bertha Pace Suiter. Also "designed to help us address the
preceding him in death were one son, Rayburn Suiter; two sisters, extraordinary, not the ordinary."
The money ,generally pays
Lilly Mae Suiter and Geneva Suiter; and six brothers, Garland,
for training and equipment for
Herbert, Ulice, Berthel, Hurley and Herman Suiter.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Hamed Suiter, to whom emergency first responders.
But the cut was attacked by
he had been married for 66 years; three sons, William H. Suiter and
wife, Libby, Richard Suiter and wife, Louise, and Dennis Suiter and the chairman of the House
wife, Patsy, all of the Pottsville community; five grandchildren; six Homeland Security Committee,
who represents the New York
great-grandchildren.
suburbs and vowed to hit back at
the department.
"It's absolutely indefensible,
it's disgraceful. As far as I'm
concerned the Department of
Homeland Security and the
administration have declared
war on New York," Rep. Peter
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American commanders in
Iraq ordered to conduct
core values training
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) The top U.S: general in Iraq on
Thursday ordered American
commanders to conduct ethical
training- on battlefield conduct
following reports that Marines
massacred unarmed civilians in
the town of Haditha.
Prime Minister Noun alMaliki said-he asked a ministerial committee to hold talks with
the U.S. military to set ground
rules for raids and detentions.
The order from Lt. Gen. Peter
Chiarelli, the commander of
Multinational Corps Iraq. said
the training would emphasize
"professional military values
and the importance of disciplined, professional conduct in
combat" as well as Iraqi cultural
expectations.
"As military professionals, it
is important that we take time to
reflect on the values that separate us from our enemies," he
said. "The challenge for us is to
make sure the actions of a few
do not tarnish the good work of
the many."
The training will be conducted in units in the next 30 days
and was aimed at reinforcing
members
service
training
received prior to their deployment, according to his statement.
"Of the nearly 150.000
Coalition Forces, presently in
Iraq, 99.9 percent of them perform their jobs magnificently
every day." Chiarelli said. Of

those troops, about 130,000 are
from The United States.
"They do their duty with
honor under difficult circumstances. They exhibit sound
judgment, honesty and integrity.
They display patienCe, professionalism and restraint in the
face of a treacherous enemy.
And they do the right thing even
when no one is watching,"
Chiarelli said.
He added, however, that
"unfortunately, there are a few
individuals who sometimes
choose the wrong path."
When asked about Iraqi complaints that U.S. forces show no
regard for their lives during
raids and detentions, al-Maliki
said he objected to such practices.
"We cannot forgive violations of the dignity of the Iraqi
people," he said at a news conference. He also said the Cabinet
had agreed to issue a statement
denouncing sach practices.
The dead in Haditha included
women and children who were
killed Nov. 19 following a bomb
attack on a military convoy in
which a Marine died.
The order was issued about a
week after the U.S. Marine
Commandant. Gen. Michael W.
Hagee, traveled to Iraq and cautioned troops on the danger of
becoming "indifferent to the loss
of a human life," following
reports about the killings in
Haditha.

CINCINNATI(AP)-A federal lawsuit filed on behalf of
26.5 million veterans whose personal information was on a
stolen computer disk asks the
Department of Veterans Affairs
to compensate the veterans and
pay for their credit monitoring.
The suit was filed Tuesday in
U.S. District Court in nearby
Covington, Ky., by Cincinnati
attorney Paul Hackett, a Marine
reservist who served in Iraq.
Hackett, a Democrat, ran unsuccessfully against Rep. Jean
Schmidt, R-Ohio, in a special
election in Ohio's 2nd District
last year.
The suit asks the VA to pay
damages of at least $1,000 per
veteran.
"We're not looking for big
emotional distress damages,"
attorney Chris Jenkins, a cocounsel in the filing. "We're

looking for these people to be
made whole."
VA officials said Wednesday
that the disk stolen from a data
analyst's home in early May
included Social SecUrity numbers and birth dates, and in
many cases phone numbers and
addresses.
Qn Tuesday, VA deputy assistant
secretary
Michael
McLendon said he was quitting
because of the theft, and the VA
announced it would dismiss the
data analyst, who had reported
to McLendon.
The lawsuit alleges that the
theft resulted from negligence.
and that following the theft,
defendants were "deliberately
indifferent" in failing to promptly notify veterans that their credit history was at risk.
The suit names as defendants
the Department of Veterans

To place
an ad
in the

LEMER &TIMES
Call
753-1916
Mon. - Fri.

MICHIGAN Detroit: $18.6
million, from $17 million.
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis/St. Paul: $4.3 million, from $5.7 million
MISSOURI. Kansas City.
$9.2 million, from $8.2 million;
St. Louis. $9.2 million, from $7
million.
NORTH
CAROLINA.
Charlotte: $8.9 million, from
$5.4 million.
• NEBRASKA. Omaha: $8.3,
from $5.1 million.
NEW JERSEY. Jersey
City/Newark: $34.3 million,
from $19 million
NEVADA. Las Vegas: $7.7
million, from $8.4 million.
NEW YORK..Buffalo: $3.7
million, from $7.2 million; New
York City: $124 million, from
$207 million.
OHIO. Cincinnati: $4.6 million, from $5.8 million;
Cleveland: $4.7 million, from
$7.3 million; Columbus: $4.3
million, from $7.5 million;
Toledo: $3.8 million. from $5.3
million.
OKLAHOMA. Oklahoma
City: $4.1 million, frqm $5.5
million.
OREGON. Portland: $9.3
million, from $10.3 million.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Philadelphia: $19.5 million,
from $22.8 million; Pittsburgh:
$4.8 million, from $9.6 million.
TENNESSEE, Memphis:
$4.2 million, from zero.
TEXAS.
Dallas/Fort
Worth/Arlington: $13.8 million,
from $24 million; Houston:
$16.6 million, from $18.5 million; San Antonio: $4.4 million,
from $5.9 million.
WASHINGTON. Seattle:
$9.1 million, from $11.8 million.
WISCONSIN. Milwaukee:
$8.5 million, from $6.3 million.

Affairs, Secretary R. James
"I am outraged at the loss of
Nicholson. Deputy Secretary this veterans' data:and the fact
Gordon H. Mansfield, and the an employee would put it at risk
unidentified data analyst.
by taking it home in violation of
"Upon notification, my first our policies. I am also conpriority was to take all actions cerned about the timing of the
necessary to protect veterans Department's response once the
from harm and to assist in law burglary became known. I will
enfolment efforts," Nicholson not tolerate inaction and poor
said i a statement posted on the judgment when it comes to prodepartment's Web site.
tecting our veterans."
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Phillip Mapper, M.D.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required -

Cd1tar Appointment(270)759-4511
- suite 304E - Murray, KY 42071
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A state-by-state look at what
the cities got this year, compared to 2005:
ARIZONA. Phoenix: $3.9
million in 2006. $9.9 million in
2005
CALIFORNIA.
Anaheim/ganta Anal $11.9 million, down from $19.8 million;
San Francisco/Oakland/San
Jose-Bay Area: $28.3 million,
$33 million; Los Angeles/long
Beach: $80.6 million, $69 million; Sacramento: $7.3 million
from $6 million; San Diego:
$7.9 million from $14.7 million.
COLORADO. Denver $4.3
million, down from.$8.7 million.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
(encompasses the National
Capital Region, including
Washington and its Maryland
and Virginia suburbs). $46.4
million from $77.5 million.
FLORIDA Ft. Lauderdale'
$9.9 million, from zero
Jacksonville $9.2 million, from
$6.8 million, Miami: $15.9 million, from $15 8 million;
Orlando. $9.4 million, from
zero; Tampa: $8.8 million, from
$7.7 million.
GEORGIA. Atlanta: $18.6
million, from $13.1 million.
HAWAII. Honolulu: $4.7 million, from $6.4 million.
ILLINOIS. Chicago: $52.2
million, from $45 million.
INDIANA. Indianapolis: $4.3
Million, from $5.6,million.
KENTUCKY. Louisville: $8.5
million, from $5 million.
LOUISIANA. Baton Rouge:
$3.7 million, from $5.2 million;
New Orleans: $4.6 million, from
$9.3 million.
MASSACHUSSETS.
Boston: $18.2 million, from $26
million.
MARYLAND.
Baltimore:
$9.6 million, from $11.3 million.
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King told the Associated Press.
"It's a knife in the back to
New York and I'm going to do
everything I can to make them
very sorry they made this decision," King said.
Homeland Security assistant
secretary Tracy A. Henke said
biggest share of the dollars still
would go to the nation's largest
cities, with New York City winning the largest share - $124
million, down from $207 million in 2005. The national capital region, which- encompasses
Washington and its Maryland
and Virginia suburbs, will
receive $46 million, compared
to $77.5 last year.
Hurricane-ravaged
New
Orleans will receive half of what
it got last year-$4.6 million,
down from $9.3 million although Homeland Security
said the money was to help cities
grapple with catastrophic disasters from Mother Nature and terrorists alike. The funding is part
of an overall $1.7 billion
Homeland Security grant program. Under the program, each
state and U.S. territory gets
some funding, this year totaling
$550-million. Another $450 million will go to state public safety projects, medical responders
and to help citizens prepare for
disasters.
Until now, the grants largely
have been awarged based on
cities' populations. Homeland
Security still is weighing population as a factor in the grants,
but it is mostly awarding the
money based on a city's threat
risk and,how effectively the city
will use the funds. The grants for
cities make up the largest chunk
of the funding, and has always
been the subject of fierce lobbying by local leaders.

Lawsuit seeks billions in damages
in theft of veterans' data from V.A.
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`Kirksey Day'scheduled
Saturday at Kirksey church

Geary selected for
Oxford Round Table
PARIS, Tenn. - Dr. Joseph
A. Geary, pastor of Paris First
United Methodist Church, has
been selected to become a member of the Oxford Round Table,
an international think-tank of
scholars, policy makers and
other experts who gather at England's prestigious Oxford University to discuss the promotion of human advancement
and understanding through the
improvement 'of education.
Invitations are sent to a very
select group. Dr. Geary is one
of only 40 persons Worldwide
to receive an invitation. Individuals are identified through
several screening processes: by
nomination of previous panicip,ints, !num recommendations
Dr. Joseph A. Geary
Ii, the Round 'Fable directors
V./Sues involving matters of tell
,ind by invitations to individglum and the role of governuals who are recognized as
ment, have become a foremost
has ing made a signif icant conpublic policy issue in the Unitihntion
internationally.
ed States and abroad.
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Since first convened in 1989
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PRISON MINISTRY: New Beginnings, the post-prison arm
of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry, met recently with guests,
Wayne apd.Karan Graham,. leading a discussion on ministry to people coming out of prison. Graham is the Chaplain for Marshal County Jail, and his wife, Karen, ministers
through songs. A fellow-worker with the Grahams was
Mike Douse!, . who'added his experiences in post-prison
ministry in Marshal County. The next meeting of New
Beginnings will be Saturday and the public is invited. For
more information, call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Burkeen granted law
degree at Louisville
1.01 1SVILLE. Ky. - James
Burkeen of Murray was
granted his degree of Juris Doctor by the Louis D. Brandeis
School ot Law at the Univer:
'sit) ot Louisville on May 13.
he convocation exercise
was conducted at the W.L.
Lyons Brown Theatre at 4:30
p tti
Dean David .I.Ensign and
AssiicLite Dean Samuel A MarB.

Coopthe speaker.
Buikeen. a 1997 graduate
lit
Calloway
County High
School. reieRC1.1 his bachelor
ut ,cience degree twin Muria), State University in 2001.
Ile took classes in international law
in the university
at
Genes a. Switzerland in the
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lay Ion at Owensboro in the
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He is a member of Alpha
lati Omega- fraternity.
Buikeen is the son of Den.
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Southaestern's 2 1 1th tom-

at hirt
Worth•s Traci. Avenue Baptist
Church '[he spring graduating
class included students trom
mencement

EAGLE SCOUT: Bradley Ghampine, 16, Boy Scouts of
America, Troop 271, Ocean Springs. Miss., was awarded
the rank of Eagle Scout at a special ceremony on May 27
Champine us the son of the former Melissa Farris and is the
grandson of Mr and Mrs Tremon Farris of Murray. Ky.
He
is pictured with his parents Steve and Missy Champine

t. eremony

lbes earned IS diploma
degrees.
inastei 's degrees
and 12 dot tot arcs
Students trim) 4x stale`,
Washington I)(' and 47 countries are 1:urrentl enrolled it
Southaestern

More

than

65.0041 students hate enrolled

at the world.% largest seminary
sulk e it t4

founded in

The Clothes Closet will he open on the first Thursday from
9 arn. to 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. This is a new, day
for the closet. For information 1,all Linda Young, coordinator,
at 437-4890.

Oaks tournament planned
The Oaks Ladies Member/Guest Golf Tournament will he
held June 14 at 9 am. at the Oaks Country Club. All members are invited to play and bring a guest. Applications for
play may he obtained at the club pro shop and must he COMpleted with the entry fee and turned in by June 12.

CCIIS Alumni plan fundraiser
Alumni and Associates of Calloway County schools will
have a special fundraiser on Friday and Saturday at Calloway
it

High School. For more information call Melissa Green

489-2230,

Murray Middle School will host its first Spinfest at thc
school the week if June 5-9 with hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
p in. each day For a tee of $50, participating students will
ieteive 20 hours 01 instruction in flag technique and body
movemenn. a camp .t-shirt and a practice flag and pole which
they may keep. 'Students will learn a routine that will be performed during Freedom Fest activities. Spinfest is open to any
interested upcoming sixth, seventh and eighth graders. F01
intormatiiin hut a registration form contact the school at 751
51,5

East plans open forum and meeting
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
cc 01 host an open forum to hear comments, ideas and imput
regarding the selection of a new principal today from 5:30 to
7 pm at the school All persons are invited. The council will
have a special called meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the school

Need Line lists items needed
Murray -Calloway Need Line has issued a list of items needed to fill the baskets tor Client'. AS follows: Pantry items of
dry beans. personal hygiene and cleaning supplies of dish liquid, deodorant

tor

men

anti a-lumen, and

bleach: cooleritreez-

he taken to the -Need Line.
now lotated at h31( South Fourth St.. Murray. between the
hours ot 10 a m to 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday For info!
call 75,t_6 ill

et

tot

hiead and eggs. These inay

190X.

More than .AS.000 hate earned

degrees

Park pool._ now open
The swimming pool at the Murray-Calloway

County. Cen
tral Park is now, Mike Sykes. aquatics director, said the hours
will he noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday. and I to
h p111 on Sunday. Pool passes and lifeguard applications are
as ailable at the park's office on Payne Street or call 762-0325.
For information concerning the swarm-fling pool call Sykes at
762-0323

Sewing by Steven

Mon., Joie 5 - Fri., June 9
6:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stop By

Call 753-8240 for more info.

First Baptist Church Library will host a tea party for girls.
5 to 9, on Tuesday at the library. This will be for girls
who have completed kindergarten and .grade 2 from 10 to 11
a.m. and for girls who have completed grades 3 apd 4 from
I to 2:30 p.m. Girls are asked to wear their Sunday dress.
This will include tea, story time and a lesson oil treasurers
Because accommodations are limited, reservations are required
by Friday by calling 753-7917 ore-mail fbemurray@lbcmurray.org
ages

states and IS foreign countries

VACATION
6IFLE SCHOOL
(tunic; VI ved fat In Night
tans • t,ames, • So Much More

Church Library. plans tea party

MMS Band will host Spinfest

ot

Ut•2/,11`,11/.11./.1

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the new Goshen Family Fellowship
Center, at Stella. Featured groups will be Home Again singers
and Hallelujah Singers. The public is invited and there is no
charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124
or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer lipid profiles and blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot,
Murray.

'texas
FOR I N.()R I
Muria [muse left Hughes
degree trom Southaestem Baptist Theological SelnIlhif>
Fon Worth. lexas. 011 May 5.
2006
Hughes gl MILIAN:11 from Cal
low:1y County High Sthool in
19q5 and Murtay State Cmkersity in 19'N He is the son

753-1916
l'I‘lt

Health Express lists stops

Dexter Clothes Closet open.' Thursday

Kentucky
(.01W

Editor

The 2006 Need Line Golf tournament will be Friday at the
Murray Country Club. This is a four person scramble with a
shot gun start for $50 per person tax deductible donation.
Businesses may sponsor a tee box for a $50 tax deductible
donation.Trophies will be given to team members of the first
and second place teams, according to Matt Garrison arid Joe
Dick, co-chairs of the event. A free lunch will be served at
not
For more information call Garrison at 762-0414 or Tonia
Casey, executive director of Need Line, at 753-6333.
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"Kirksey Day" will be Saturday from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church. This will be the third
year for the special event.
Free food, games with prizes for all ages
and a lineup of four singing groups will
be featured. The singing groups will be
Kailey Stone & Good Company, The Smith
Family, For heaven's Sake, and Chris Allen,
soloist.
Other activities will be going on throughout the day. The whole event is free and
the public is invited.

MHS Class planning reunion
Murray High School Class of 19% has planned a 10-year
reunion on Aug 19. Class members or parents of class member% are asked to call Chat Villanova at 1-615-556-6714 and
give him addresses to mail the plans to them.
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MSU faculty members honored
with service awards
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10 YEARS: Murray State University faculty members were honored
with years Of service 15 YEARS: Murray State University faculty members were honored with years of service
awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks
(far left), recent chairman awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman
of the MSU board of regents, are faculty members with 10 years of service
at the university. of the MSU board of regents, are faculty members with 15 years of service at the university.
(From left) Don Sparks, Ted Thiede, Mark Masthay, Randal Keller,
Lissa Graham-Schneider, (From left) Don Sparks, Jay Zirbel, Shri Singh, Ted Brown, Bill Schg11, Janis Murphy, Ramesh
Renee Fister, David Ferguson, Duane Bolin and Andy Gannon. Not
pictured are Renee Gupta, Bassani Atieh, Ed Thome and Allen White. Not pictured are James Benson, Sandra
Campoy, David Canning, David Eaton, Kenneth Fister, Richard Flynn,
Louis Pittman and Miles, Michael Morgan and Dan Wann
Howard Whiteman.
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20 YEARS: Murray State University faculty members were honored with years of service 25 YEARS:
Murray State University faculty members were honored with years of -service
awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman awards and
recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman
of the MSU board of regents, are faculty members with 20 years of service at the university. of the MSU
board of regents, are faculty members with 25 years of service at the university.
(From left) Don Sparks, Michael Waag, Tommy Stambaugh, David Kraemer, Danny Claiborne (From left)
Don Sparks, Stephen White, Celia Wall, Betty Powell Holcomb, Fred Miller, Bill Lyle,
and David Brasfield. Not pictured are Randy Black, Timothy Johnston and Janice Morgan.
Vick; Hughes and William Cornell. Not pictured are Litlian Daughaday, Burl Naugle, Paul
Sasso, Kit Wesler and Harry Whitaker.
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30 YEARS: Murray State University faculty members were honored with years of service 35 YEARS: Murray State University faculty
members were honored with years of service
awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman awards and recognition for retiring faculty.
Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman
of the MSU board of regents, are faculty members with 30 years of service at the university. of the MSU board of regents. are faculty members
with 35 years of service at the university.
(From left) Don Sparks, Bill Payne, Tom Kind, Oliver Muscio, Steve Horwood, Gary Brockway, (From left) Don Sparks. Tom Holcomb
and Geneva Cooper. Not pictured is Ernie Bailey.
Jim Booth and Tom Begley.
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Sherry McClanttASU photo
40 YEARS: Murray State University faculty members were
honored with years of service awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent chairman
of the MSU board of regents. are faculty members with 40
years of service at the university.(From left) Don Sparks and
Helen Roulston.

Sherry McClainfMSU photo

RETIRING FACULTY: Murray State University faculty members were honored with years of
service awards and recognition for retiring faculty. Shown with Don Sparks (far left), recent
chairman of the MSU board of regents, are retiring faculty members. (From left) Don Sparks.
Jane Hall. John Griffin. Jim Booth, Geneva Cooper, Jean Lorrah and Roger Schoenfeldt. Not
pictured are Ernie Bailey and Milton Grimes. Together, the retirees amassed 264 years of service to MSU.
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Birmingham attorney found safe after abduction
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— A family law attorney was
found Wednesday nearly nine
hours after she was abducted at
gunpoint from a parking la and
police arrested the man suspected in the kidnapping, officials
said.
It. Henry Irby said Sandra
Eubank Gregory, 34, was found
in a Comfort Inn motel a few
miles from where she was
abducted earlier in the day. Irby
said Gregory was "reportedly all
nght" but would not comment
further on her condition.
The Birmingham News
reported in Thursday editions
that authorities said Gregory
was bound at her wrists and
ankles by a telephone cord and
appeared to have been beaten,
hut she wasn't seriously injured.
Dedrick Griham, 35, was
being held at the Birmingham
Jail. No charges had been filed
late Wednesday night.
Police swarmed the motel
around 5:20 p.m. and arrested
Grihain, holding him down on a
walkway outside of a second
floor motel room before putting
him in the back ot a police car.
Gregory was led out of the
room moments later with a covering over her head and
appeared to walk out under her
own power Irby said police do
not believe Gregory knew the
man who abducted her.
Authorities spent most of the
day searching tor Gregory and
het greenish.grayfour-door
Lesus RX ital. A child safety
seat Was in the hack seat, but .
Irby said no children were
believed to have been in the
%chicle
Irby said money and a
weapon were found in the motel
room. The Birmingham News
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roan approached Gregory and
forced her into the vehicle about
8:30 a.m. The abduction
occurred near her downtown
apartment, which is near her
office.
Surveillance video from the
parking lot showed a woman
getting out of an SUV and then

being approached by a man.'Ilse
two are on the opposite side of
the SUV from the camera for ii
few moments before the man
pushes her into the vehicle
through the passenger side front
door, follows her inside, and
they drive off.

Double wide protection
for your mobile home

We have insurance programs written especially for
the unique concerns of mobile home owners. These
programs let you get the protection you need
without paying for coverage you don't need. For
home insurance that's as versatile as your home, call
us today.

AP

Law enforcement personnel escort a kidnapping suspect to a waiting police car at the Comfort
Inn Hotel in Homewood, Ala., Wednesday. His victim, Birmingham lawyer Sandra Eubank
Gregory, abducted this morning, was found sate inside the room.
quoted police as saying there Inn.
Witnesses told police a gunwas activity on Gregory's
account at three area branches of
AmSouth bank following the
abduction.
Officials did not release any
information about the suspect's
identity or any charges he might
face.
of Murray
Officers found the woman's
Phillip
Klapper,
SUV in the parking lot of a
Birmingham housing project
- Hearing Aids
No Referrels Required -hours after the abduction and
were preparing to move it, late
Wednesday afternoon when
attention shifted to the Comfort
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FIRST REGION BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

CLEMENS AGREES TO REJOIN
ASTROS FOR $22 MILLION
HOUSTON(AP)— Wearing
pinstriped suit and a black
Houston Astros cap, Roger
Clemens took a last sip from a
bottle of water, then stepped to a
podium at Minute Maid Park on
Wednesday.
-The ball's in my court now,”
Clemens said at a news conference announcing his return to
baseball. "I have to now take the
next step and get my body ready
to come back, be effective, win
games and do what I'm used to
doing, and that's being extremely competitive at a high level."
Clemens agreed to a $22 mitt
lion contract to pitch for
Houston for the rest of 2006,
ending months of speculation
around baseball, and in his own
mind, whether he could — or
even wanted to — play a 23rd
season.
"I think I've placed more
responsibility on my shoulders
than I ever have in my entire
career," Clemens said. "But I
accept that challenge."
The seven-time Cy Young
winner, second on the career
strikeouts list behind Nolan
Ryan,could make his'first-major
league start since the World
Series on June 22, against the
Minnesota "INvins. ,
"We'll see what happens," he

a

said. "Here we go."
Clemens is 23-12 against the
Twins, the highest win total of
any pitcher against Minnesota.
"I wouldn't blame him for
starting against the 'Twins," said
Toni Hunter, who's 0-for:2a
against Clemens.
"Look at the record he has
against the Twins. I mean, that's
sick. But it's just one game, so
it's nothing to get pumped up
about. You can't get any worse
than a shutout."
Clemens said he has plenty of
hurdles to clear before a muchanticipated return to the big
leagues.
The 43-year-old Clemens
agreed first to a minor league
deal that pays $322,000 over the
five-month minor league season.
He is due to make his first start
next Tuesday at Lexington, Ky.,
the Class A affiliate where oldest
son Koby plays.
If all goes well. Clemens'
second start-would bejune 11 at
Double-A Corpus Christi; followed by a start June 16 at
Triple-A Round Rock.
Clemens, last seen in the
majors leaving Game 1 of the
World Series with a strained
hamstring, still isn't sure if his
body can take another season,
even if it is abbreviated.

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times

Calloway County senior first baseman Pete Thackston flips his bat back towards the dugout after striking out for the final
out against Graves County Wednesday night in the semifinals of the First Region Baseball Tournament at Brooks Stadium
As a team, the Lakers struck out 10 times against Eagle starter Tyler Hall.

Hall, Eagles stun [Akers
AP

Pitching great Roger Clemens wears his Houston Astros ballcap after re-signing with the team on Wednesday Houston,
Clemens is coming out of retirement for the third time, agreeing to a $22 million contract to pitch for the Astros for the rest
of 2006

DETROIT 91, MIAMI 78

Pistons stay alive with
Game 5 win over Heat
He has made 45 percent of
AUBURN HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — Tayshaun Prince's left his shots in the series — the best
elbow sticks out, and the basket- percentage of any Detroit starter
ball rotates sideways toward the — and is averaging 17?4 points,
basket when he flicks his wrist. primarily against Antoine
Remarkably, the awkward- 'Walker. In Game 5. Prince was 11-oflooking shot works for Detroit's
lanky forward — and the 17 from the field and the rest of
his teammates combined to
Pistons.
Prince scored a career play- make just 22 of60 attempts.
Prince's unorthodox stroke
off-high 29 points to lead
Detroit to a 91-78 win reminds Heat coach Pat Riley of
Wednesday over the Miami Heat lama! Wilkes' one-of-a-kind
in Game 5 of the Eastern shot from their years together
Conference finals — keeping its with the Los Angeles Lakers.
"Jamal used to wind up, but it
•
season alive.
like snow falling off a barnwas
2B
PRINCE,
•See

GRAVES LEFT-HANDER STRIKES OUT 10 IN 7-2 DECISION
ilik,4spended Heath 6-0 in yester- players. "So am4,111811 had our
By MICHAEL DANN
eyes on a bigger Pik, and it
first contest.
, s
Sports Writor
Craves County head coach didn't happen."
PADUCAH, Ky. — Tyler
Taylor Thieke took the loss,
Hall isn't an intimidating fig- Khristain Elliott said the key to
ure by any means, but don't let Hall's success was simple: lasting just 3 2/3 innings. The
senior right-hander gave up
Follow the scouting report.
the 5-foot-6 frame fool you.
"They've beaten us five seven runs on seven hits. He
After all, it didn't fool the
times in a row in the last two struck out five and walked two.
Calloway County Lakers.
Josh Reynolds provided
Hall stood tall on the mound years (three times last year,
for Graves twice this year)," Elliott said. relief for the Lakers, allowing
County, "We've seen them a lot, and only two more hits while surworking tonight we just went with the rendering no runs.
"We felt like we could hit
seven scouting report.
Debernardi their pitching" Elliott added.
"(Nathan)
strong
innings in called a heck of a game and "This bunch is confident.
pitching the Hall hit his spots. We played They're not cocky, but confiEagles to a our game and took care of the dent. They knew they could do
7-2 win over the Fourth things we could take care of." it and they executed tonight.
The Lakers had a much dif- We feel like we belong. We
District champions in semifinal action of the First Region ferent result on the mound. don't feel like we're a fluke."
The Eagles jumped on
Tournament CCHS pitching, the strongsuit
Baseball
Wednesday night at Brooks of the Lakers as they looked Calloway early, scoring three
for the school's first regional runs in the top of the first
Stadium.
Hall allowed just tSvo runs title in 20 years, was batted inning. Hall led off the inning
on nine hits, but struck out 10 around early and often on a when a fast-pitch single past
the left side of the Calloway
while throwing 112 pitches. muggy Wednesday night.
"They're pretty down right infield. That was followed by a
Now, the Eagles will hook up
with the another surprise semi- now," said Calloway coach Derbernardi single up the mid,
final winner, St. Mary, who Steve Smith, referring to his dle.

But it was Andrew Reid's
double to left field that scored
two of the game's first three
runs. Beau Bennett, who
walked prior to Reid's rope,
later scored on a dropped third
strike for the 3-0 Eagle lead.
Lakers
However, the
answered back with two runs
of their own in the bottom half
of the frame. Colby Starks led
the inning off with a double to
deep center, followed by an
Austin McCuiston bloop single
to left-center, which advanced
Starks to third.
After Thieke sauck out and
Pete Thackston walked, Starks
scored on a wild pitch and Josh
Streetman singled to right field
to score McCuiston as the
Ulcers trailed just 3-2.
The score would stay that
way until the top of the third,
when Graves County put four
more runs on the board that
proved to he the deciding fac•See LAKERS, 2B

ST. LOUIS 4, HOUSTON 3, 11 INNINGS

Taguchi's single in 11th
lifts Cardinals oyer Houston
ST. LOUIS(AP)— After the
Houston Astros re-signed Roger
Clemens, the St. Louis
Cardinals put some more distance between themselves and
their top rival in the ML Central.
So Taguchi's bases-loaded
single in the
11th inning
Mike
off
Gallo gave
the Cardinals
a 4-3 victory
Wednesday,
spoiling Houston's first game
since re-signing Clemens. The
Cardinals took two Of three from
the Antos, who beat them in the
NLCS last year en route to their
first World Series.
"There's definitely a little
more of that. extra oomph, or
whatever you want to call it,"
David Eckstein said."Hopefully
we get up for every game, but
it's definitely nice to be able to
go out there and take two out of
three from them."

The Astros rebounded from a
15-30 start to win the NL wild
card last year. They're in third
place in the,Central at 27-27, 7
1/2 games back of the Cardinals,
after wrapping up a 3-7 trip.
"It's been a tough, tough road
trip." manager Phil Gamer said.
"I'm glad to get it over and get
home for a while."
Eckstein had two hits, scored
twice, and avoided injury when
he was hit on the wrist in the
11th. Albert Pujols drove in his
major league-leading 65th run
for the Cardinals.
Taguchi. the Cardinals'
fourth outfielder, is 6-for-10
with eight RBIs with the bases
loaded this season and l6-for-30
for his career. In his two previous at-bats after entering as a
pinch hitter in the seventh, he
said he chased too many pitches
out of the zone.
"That's a great situation."
Taguchi said. "The pitcher has
to pitch a strike, so I was just
waiting middle, and the ball

comes middle."
Gallo lost twice on the trip.
"This game's streaky," Gallo
said. "Eventually, there's only
one way to go, and that's up."
Braden Looper (3-0) struck
out one in a perfect Ilth for the
Cardinals, who are an ML-best
20-8 at new Busch Stadium and
have not lost a series there.
Orlando Palmeiro had two
hits and scored twice for the
Astros, who finished a dismal
11-19 May and are 8-19 on the
road.
Yadier Molina doubled off
Gallo (1-2) with one out in the
I 1 th, the Cardinals' first hit
since the fifth. Molina remained
at second on Aaron Miles'
infield hit, gloved by sprawling
third baseman Morgan Ensberg.
Gallo hit Eckstein in the wrist on
an 0-2 pitch to load the bases
and Taguchi singled up the middle on a 1-0 count.
"That was a fine piece of hitting," manager Tony La Russa
said. "He didn't try to do too

much,just stroked it."
Palmeiro, who entered the
game 0-for-17 against Jeff
Suppan, was 2-for-2 and scored
twice in his first two at-bats. He
doubled in the first and scored
on Lance Berlunan's single, then
singled to start the third and
scored on Chris Burke's groundout for a 2-0 lead.
The Cardinals missed a
chance for an inning-ending
double play on Burke's ball
when Mike Lamb, running from
first, dodged the tag attempt of
second baseman Miles. Second
base umpire Bruce Dreckman
ruled that Lamb did not leave
the basepath.
The Cardinals loaded the
bases in the first against Taylor
Buchholz thanks to a potential
double-play grounder by Pujols
that hit Drecktnan. After Scott
Rolen was plunked to load the
bases with one out, Buchholz
got Juan Encamacion on a shallow fly ball and Larry Bigbie
struck out looking.

AP
Cardinals' outfielder John Rodriguez hugs teammate So Taguchi after he hit a bases-loaded single
in the 11th inning to beat the Houston Astros 4-3 in
Wednesday's game at Busch Stadium.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

BLAZING A CHAMPIONSHIP TRAIL: Team Blaze, a local 10-under travel team, recently celebrated Mothers Day by
bringing home championship trophies from the Spring Fling Tournament, held in Draffenville, Ky. Pictured with their mothers are Team Blaze players (front row, from left) Aaron Collie, Adam Lampkins, Dakota Feagin, Parker Adams, Clay
Smotherman, Jacob. Underhill, Thomas Canning, Alex Miller, Michael Arnett, Austin Anderson and Wade Carter. Coaches
not pictured are Chad Feagin, Jason Carter, Tom Adams, Donald Underhill and Joe Anderson.

AMSTLRDAM, Netherlands late last year by the International
1AP) Lance Armstrong called tycling Union, cleared the
it a "witch hunt- from the very record seven-time Tour de
beginning, France champion of allegations
saying
a that he used performancer e tt c h enhancing drugs during his first
newspaper
win in 1999.
used dubious
It said tests on urine samples
es[deuce to were conducted improperly and
accuse him fell so short of scientific stanot doping
dards that it was "completely
even charg- irresponsible" to suggest they
ing that lab "constitute evidence of anyofficials mis- thing."
Armstrong
handled his
The investigation also consamples and broke the rules.
cluded that the French laboratoAccording to a Dutch investi- ry that handled the samples and
gator's findings, he may have the World Anti-Doping Agency
been light
"violated applicable rules on
I he ieport.. commissioned athlete -confidentiality by corn7

menting publicly on the alleged
positive findings."
The report recommended
convening a tribunal to discuss
possible legal and ethical violations by WADA, which is headed by Dick Pound. and to consider "appropriate sanctions to
remedy the violations."
The French sports daily
L'Equipe reported in August that
six of Armstrong's urine samples taken in 1999 came back
positive for the enduranceboosting hormone EPO when
they were retested in 2004.
Armstrong has repeatedly
denied using banned substances.
In a statement Wednesday, he
said he was pleased that the

investigation confirms "what 1
have been saying since this
witch hunt began: Dick Pound.
WADA, the French laboratory,
the French Ministry of Sport,
L'Equipe, and the Tour de
France organizers ... have been
out to discredit and target me
without any basis and falsely
accused me of taking performance enhancing drugs in 1999.
"Today's
comprehensive
report makes it clear that there is
no truth to that accusation."
The ICU appointed Dutch
lawyer Emile Vrijman last
October to investigate the handling of the urine tests by the
French national anti-doping laboratory.

American League
All Timms COT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Boston
31 20.1306
New YON
31 20.808 Toronto
29 23.558 2 1/2
7
Baltimore
25 28.472
Tampa Bay
11
21 32.398
Central-Division
W L Pot GB
Detroit
35 18.880 33 19.635 11/2
Chicago
Cleveland
28 26 500 81/2
Minnesota
24 28.48210 1/2
Kansas City
13 38.255
21
West Division
W
L Pct GO
Texas
28 25.528
Oakland
24 29.453
4
Los Angeles
23 30.434
5
Seattle
23 32.418
6
Wednesdey's Scores
Seattle 14, Texas 5
Oakland 7, Kansas City 0
N.Y Yinkees 6, Detroit 1
Cleveland 5. Chicago White Sox 0
Baltimore 6, Tampa Bay 5, 11 innings
Boston 8, Toronto 6
Minnesota 7, LA. Angels 1
Today's Games
NY Yankees(Wang 5-2) at Detroit
(Veiland°, 7-3), 8:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 5-0) at
Cleveland (Byrd 4-4), 8:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 7-3) at Baltimore
(Bedard 5-4), 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Bonser 1-0) at Oakland
(Zito 4-3), 9:05 p.m.
Friday's Games
Boston (Schilling 8-2) at Detroit (Rogers
7-3), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Jared Weaver 1-0) at
Cleveland (J Johnson 3-4), 8:05 p.m.
NA' Yankees (Wright 3-3) at Baltimore
(Benson 6-4), 6.05 p.m.
Toronto (Janssen 3-3) at Tampa Bay
(McClung 24), 8:15 p.m.
Texas(We 3-5)at Chicago Whits Sox
(Garland 4-2), 7:35 p.m.
Kansas City (Koppel 0-0) at Seattle
(Moyer 2-5), 9:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Santana 4-4) at Oakland
(Saarloos 2-3), 9:05 p.m,

National League
Esst Division
W
L Pet GB
New York
32 20.815
28 25.528 • 1/2
Alone.
27 25.519
Philadelphia
5
11
Washington
22 32.407
17 34.33314 1/2
Floritla
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
St Louts
34 19.842 Cincinnati
29 24.547
5
27 27.500 7 1/2
Houston
26 27.491
Milwaukee
8
20 32.38513 1f2
Chicago
Pittsburgh
19 34.358
15
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Arizona
30 22.577
30 23.586 1/2
Los Angeles
San Diego
28 25.528 2 1/2
Colorado
27 26.509 3 1/2
San Francisco
27 26 509 3 1/2
Wednesday's Scores
Washington 3 Philadelphia 2
St Louis 4, Houston 3, 11 innings
San Diego 3, Colorado 2
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 1
San Francisco 6, Florida I
N.Y. Meta 1, Arizona 0, 13 innings
Atlanta 9,1.A. Dodgers 3
Cincinnati 3;Chicago Cubs 2
Today's Gansu'
Milwaukee (Bush 3-5) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 2-4), 11:35 a.m.
Arizona (Cruz 2-3) at Atlanta (Ramirez
1-0), 6.35 p.m.
Philadelphia (Floyd 4-2) at L.A.
Dodgers (Lowe 3-3), 9:10 p.m.
Friday's Games
San Diego (Park 2-3) at Pittsburgh
(Perez 2-5), 805 p.m.
San Francisco (Cain 3-5) at N.Y. Mists
(Glavine 134), 8:10 p.m.
Arizona (En Gonzalez 0-0) at Atlanta
(Smoltz 4-2), 8:35 p.m.
Washington (Ortiz 3-4) at Mieraukee
(Eveland 0-2), 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 54)at Houston
(Rodriguez 6-2), 7*.05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(Marshal 3-3) at St.
Louis )Poison 4-0), 810 p.m.
Floods (Willis 1-6) at Colorado(Fogg 33). 805 p.m
Philadelphia (Madson 5-3) at LA.
Dodgers(Seo 2-3), 940 pm

Hewitt reaches 3rd round at Open
PARIS I AP)
Despite a recent ankle injury, another case ol it.I ley ton Ilessitt is finding his looting on the
, Hewitt, a two-time quartertimilist. at Roland
I ten, h yen L las
Garros, missed the tournament last year with a rib
Hie two time (irand Slam champion oserLarne injury and has played little on clay the past two
.1 slow start it the second round Thursday to beat, years. The Australian will next face No. 22
Mathieu Monttourt 7-5, h 6- I
Dominik Hrbaty, who overcame Ivo Karlovic's 31
1-he 14th seeded Ileum. ss hii has been ham- aces to win 4-6, 6-4, 6-7 (2), 7-5, 6-2.
pered hy r.all and ankle miuries, was plteing only
On another cool, damp day, No. 7 Tommy
his thud match since eally April
Robredo, No. 31 Dmitry Tursunov and unseeded
- Hie ankle is still not 100 perLent.- Hewitt Martin Vassallo Arguello won matches suspended
said "I
111,t.'d with pall) before, and this is rust
overnight because of darkness.

Introductory payments of

$16/month

AP

Calloway Count• y's Colby Starks slides in safely under the tag applied by Graves County pitcher Tyler Hall during the bottom of the first inning of Wednesday's First Region Tournament
semifinal at Brooks Stadium in Padcuah. . .
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it s Deere Season and John Deere
n introducing an entirely new line
oftractors The 100 Siasfeatures
JOhn Deere engines powered by
BrIgs and Stratton and trie 115
starts with payments as low a
month And you can entoy
serious maneuverability with
4 wheel steer on the 5304 and
5534 Select Series models
So corne in to your John Deere
deeer today and experience the
reel deal yourself
Siba

Introductory payments Of

Introductory p

135/month

'78/month'

on an X304
with 4-wheel steer

on an X534
with 4-wheel steer.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC
972 CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
BE THE FIRST TO RIDE THESE

MOORS AT YOUR JOHN DEERE DEALER
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In somewhat of a slugfest.
the two teams combined for 20plus hits
With many area prep baseball
enthusiasts anticipating a HeathCalloway County showdown in
tonight's finale, Smith was more
concerned with Graves than
doing any forshadowing.
"I was concerned about this, I
really was," he said. "Graves
County is a really good team.
they're a solid team. We've had
pretty- good success against

them, but it's hard to beat a good
team three times. We did it last
year, but we just couldn't do it
this year.
"Give them credit. though.
They came out and hit the ball.
They hit Taylor as well as anyone has all year. We felt like we
weren't dropping off all that
much by starting Taylor. We felt
pretty good about our pitching,
but they hit him pretty well,"
Smith continued.
"I thought our kids showed a
lot of heart. They could have
came in after that first inning
and laid down, but they didn't."
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boo leaf it was Si) smooth,"
Riley said. Prince "had a monster game. We have to find a better answer for him"
The Heat might also have to
figure out how to quiet Ben
defensively, too.
Wallace
because the Defensive Player of
the Year controlled Game 5 and
made the play of the day.
In the third quarter. Shaquille
O'Neal was about to throw
down another backboard-shaking dunk.
Wallace wasn't having it.
The 6-foot-7 Wallace leaped
and stuffed Shaq's slam-forcing a jump ball, putting the 7-1
O'Neal on his back and sparking
Detroit's defense that refused to
let the Pistons' season end.
O'Neal said he thought he
earned two free throws.

Starks was 3-for-4 with a
double and a run scored in the
game. Thieke finished 2-for-4 at
the plate. while Streetman was
1 -for-3 with an RBI and
McCuiston was 1-for-4 with a
run scored.
The Lakers had 12 hits on the
night, but left nine runners on
base.
"They tried to make a game
out of it," said Smith. "The
entire time, I knew we were just
wo or three runs from blowing
t open."

To see en par caesseas.
ant& a Woo

"You know it was a foul,"
O'Neal said. "Don't ask dumb
questions.".
The Pistons extended the
series because they got back to
their swarming ways when
Miami had the ball, holding it
scoreless in the final 3 1/2 minutes as they scored the last nine
points.
"There's pressure on them
now, now that they are home,"
Detroit's Chauncey Billups said.
Miami hosts Game 6 on
Friday night with a chance to
advance to the NBA Finals for
the first time in franchise history. If the Heat lose, they have to
come back to suburban Detroit
for Game 7 on Sunday.
"Ain't no pressure on us at
all. We have a golden °martianty to win Game 6 on our home
floor," Miami's Dwyane Wade
said.
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TV Schedule
Today
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
Wen
ESPN2- HCAA Division I. Wald
Sines, game 1, lawns MA,at
Oklahoma city
41 p.m.
ESPN2- NCAA Division I, World
Series. game 3, awns TBA, at
Oldahoma City
GOLF
230 p.m.
ESPN - PGA Tour. The memonai
Tournament, first round. at Dublin.
Ohio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m
ESPN
N Y Yankees at Detroit
6:30 p.m.
nits- Arizona at Atlanta
NBA BASKETBALL
7:46 p.m.
TNT- Playoffs, oonferenos Snails
gone 5. Phoenix at Dallas (N neonsurf)
NHL HOCKEY
6:30 p.m.
OLN - Playoffs, conference finals
gime 7. Buffalo at Carotins (I1 mass
Hey)
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FBI investigating firm
that tried to recruit Bush
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
FBI has opened an investigation
into a fledgling San Diego
sports marketing firm that tried
to recruit Heisman Trophy winner Reggie
the
Bush,
attorney for
the football
star's family
The
told
Associated
Press
Wednesday.
Attorney
David
Bush
Cornwell of
Atlanta said FBI agents interviewed him about "potential
federal crimes" last week by
phone. Cornwell said he intends
to make Bush and his parents
available to the FBI.
"They've asked now to interview Reggie and his parents,"
Cornwell said. "I intend to cooperate, yes."
April Langwell, an FBI
spokeswoman in San Diego,
said she could neither 'confirm

•

nor deny any investigations.
The NCAA and Pac-10 are
investigating whether any rules
were broken when Bush's family lived in a suburban San Diego
home owned by Michael
Michaels, a principal in New
Era Sports & Entertainment,
while Bush was still playing for
Southern California last season.
The NCAA prohibits studentathletes and their families from
receiving extra benefits from
agents or their representatives.
Michaels and his partner,
Lloyd Lake, a documented gang
member serving time in prison,
formed New Era late last year in
the hopes of signing Bush to
handle his marketing, and bring
aboard a San Diego agent to
handle contract negotiations.
Their hopes were dashed when
Bush signed with another agent
and'marketing representative.
San Diego attorney Brian
Watkins, who represents New
Era, said in April he plans to sue
Bush's parents for $3.2 million.
Watkins said Bush's parents

owed $54,000 in rent for the
year they lived in Michaels'
house.
"We have been contacted by
the FBI to discuss the conduct of
the individuals represented by
Watkins," Cornwell said.
phone
by
Reached
Wednesday, Watkins said he was
unaware of the FBI investigation.
Bush and his family so far
have declined to be interviewed
by NCAA and Pac-10 investigators. Cornwell said they were
unwilling to provide information that could be used by
Watkins, but indicated he was
willing to cooperate.
"The issue with the FBI is
similar to the NCAA. I want to
balance the cooperation with the
FBI against my needs to protect
my client's interest with regard
litigation,"
threatened
to
Cornwell said.
Bush was expected to be the
No. 1 overall pick in the NFL
draft, but the Houston Texans
bypassed him.
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Saturday, June 10th
9 a.m. - Noon
NEW LOCATION:Imes Farm

(Fogg 3-

4064 US Hwy.641 N.(Just past Rolling Hills Nursery)
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Preschool through Age 16
All registrations due June 4th
Murray-Calloway County Park Office
762-0325 or
Family Resource Center 762-7333
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Playhouse rides 'Lost Highway
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park explores the life and legend
of an American music icon in
the third mainstage show of the
2006 season, "Hank Williams:
Lost Highway"by Randal Myler
and Mark Harelik, the musical
biography of the legendary
singer-songwriter frequently
mentioned alongside Louis
Armstrong, Robert Johnson.
Duke Ellington, Elvis and Bob
Dylan as one of the great innovators of American popular
music.
This innovative musical follows Williams% rise from hit-.
beginnings on the Louisiana
Hayride and his triumphs on the
Grand Ole Opry, to his eventual
self-destruction at age twentynine, dying in the back of his
baby-blue Cadillac from an
overdose of alcohol and pills.
Along the way, we are treated to
indelible songs like "irn So
Lonesome I Could Cry," "Move
It on Over" and "Hey, Good
Lookin." which are all given
fresh and profound resonance
set in the context of Williams
real life.
Artistic Driector Ross Bolen
see, the show having appeal to a
broad theatre audience.
"The show is an innovative
mix of live concert, documentary commentary trom the people in Flanks fife and traditional
narrative scenes that you would
find in ally standard play." Bolen
said " The authors do a particulad!, good Joh of putting Hanks
songs in an order that give
insight into how deeply personal
his songs could he.
-I think Its easy for some to
1/1%// Mink lOiLly and say, 'Oh.
I's.," !ward that hcrore: but that
te.iIl
list shIONA s host touch

Hank Williams influenced the
music that came after him. Quite
simply, no Hank — no Cash, no
Elvis, no rockabilly, no rock,
and no country as we know it
today.'
With Bolen in the title role,
Lost Highway is a tender homage to Williams, one of our
country's most talented and original singer-songwriters.
The story begins with Hanks
early days learning to sing in
church at the side of his mother
(played
by
Kay
Lilly
Scarbrough of Murray) and
developing a taste of the blues
froth a local Alabama street
singer nicknamed Tee-Tot,
played by Stephen Keene, the
lead singer of Murray's MurrVegas All Stars.
Soon Hank becomes the lead
singer of the Drifting Cowboys,
portrayed . by Scott Mcdougal
(guitar). and Shane Triplett
(bass) of Murray, and Eddie
Dunlap (steel guitar) of Lone
Oak, touring the South playing
honkey tonks, fairs and barn
dances before becoming regulars on the famed Louisana
Hayride radio program.
As Williams's fame begins to
take hold, so do the trappings of'
his success. He marries Miss
Audrey, Danielle McDonald of
Louisville, who yearns to share
the spotlight with her far more
talented spouse.
Audrey motivates Hank to
give Nashville a try, introducing
him to the founder of Acuff Rose Publishing, Fred ."Pap"
Rose, (Jeff Dowdy of Murray),
who records Hank and eventually gets him on the Grand .01e
Opry. But Williams responds to
the complications in his life by
increasing his intake of alcohol

9

grit.
Th.
rap'

and becoming more dependent
on pain pills he began taking in
his youth for a painful back condition.
His life soon spirals ever
downward. Tracy Franklin of
Murray rounds out the cast as
the waitress, a character that
represents the many fans who
loved Hank and followed the
rise of his career on the radio.
The show also offers perspective on why Hank's legend
and mystique remain so compelling a half century after his
death.
"A character in the show
mentions the tendency of those
who can handle lifes pain to
gravitate toward the artists who
cant. It gives us a chance to
touch with our own frailties vicariously through their work,"
Bolen said. "I imagine we could
say the same thing about Elvis,
Kurt Cobain, Janis Joplin, Jim
Morrison, or Jimi Hendrix. You
know, even in his ability to
flame out much too early, Hank
was an innovator."
"Lost Highway" is a plaintive
tribute to the resiliency and the
fragility of the human spirit.
Laced with humor and full of
tunes from Williams's impressive but foreshortened catalog,
the play delivers a thought-provoking and memorable evening
of entertainment. Due to adult
language, parental guidance is
suggested.
Williams:
Lost
"Hank
Highway" runs at Murrays
Playhouse in the Park Thursday
through Sunday June 15-25.
For tickets and show times
or
visit
call
759-2199
www.playhouseinthepark.net.
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Photos provided
MMS ART SHOW: Murray Middle School held its annual art show and student exhibition.
In the top photo, foutth grade winners are, front from left, Courtney Martin, first place;
Symphony Timberlake, second; Devyn Poston, third; and Kelondre Quarles, honorable
mention. Fifth grade winners, back row, are Alyson Mathis, first; Joseph Winchester, second; and Unsay Lambert, third. In the bottom photo, sixth grade winners are, front from
left, Abby Murdock, first; Lake Butterworth, second; Patrick Griffo, third; and Zac Maley,
honorable mention. Eighth grade winners, back row, are Melissa Shoulberg, first; Micheal'
Orr, second;and Jordan Benton, third, while seventh grade winners are Stephen Arnold,
first; Ian Holmes, second; and Hannah McAllister, third. Also pictured is MMS Art Teacher
Gena Maley.

News editorial included in textbook
An editorial in The Murray State News has
been included in a new edition of an American
politics college textbook.
„The fifth edit* of "We the People: An
Introduction to American Politics'. iauludes an
editorial that appeared in the student newspaper
on Nov. 21. 2003. The staff editorial supported
equal rights for same-sex couples.
The editorial appears in a chapter on public
opinion in the textbook by Benjamin Ginsberg,
The .Johns Hopkins University, Theodore J.
Lowi, Cornell' University; and Margaret Weir,
the University of California at Berkeley. The

textbook is published by W.W. Notion & Co.
Each of the 18 chapters Of the fifth edition
includes a student debate that presents the
opposieg views of students on current issues.
"As.with the chorusin Greek diem,our student chorus illustrates the range of enlightenment. We continue to hope that ow book will
itself be accepted as a form of enlightened political action,' the authors wrote in the preface.
'The Murray State News is honored'to have
been selected as one of 36 student voices in this
textbook.' said newspaper adviser Joe Hedges.
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Annual Pickin' Party planned at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -Musicians' and music lovers
from all over the Mid-South are
tuning up for the annual Pickin'
Party, scheduled for June 10-11
at The Homeplace. a living history farm located in Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area.
"The Pickin' Party has made
a name for itself throughout the
region as the music event that
promotes and keeps Kentucky
and Tennessee music traditions
alive," said Horneplace Special
Events Coordinator Cindy Earls.
"It's exciting to see the level of
local talent displayed during this
weekend, especially the young
musicians who are so dedicated
in preserving the traditions of
their ancestors. It's a wonderful
way to experience and learn
about the region's musical heritage."

HERITAGEBANK

LBL's Pickin' Party takes its
cue from traditional old-time
socials. as well as modern folk
festivals. Old-time fiddle, guitar, and banjo musicians hold
concerts and pickin' sessions
throughout each day.
The McKendree Family and
Bawn in the Mash, two local
bluegrass bands, will perform
Saturday. Sunday enjoy bluegrass band. The Tyree Brothers
and -Jack Martin along with
banjo performances by Dan
Knowles. Special exhibits this
year include a banjo workshop
by Dan Knowles and demonstrations on the hand-made
instruments by Kelly and Susan
Amsden.
Old-time games, toys, and a
sing-along will be offered for
children. Bring along your
instruments. an "open-mic"
stage is available at various

times throughout the day.
However, many pickers prefer to
make music beneath the shade
trees among fellow pickers and
visitors. Regular pickin' sessions are scheduled away from
the main stage by the Tool Barn
for folks to sit and listen or pick
along with the main performers.
Visitors can take self-guided
tours of The Homeplace farm
while the melodies of bluegrass
echo through the hollow. The
Homeplace includes 16 historic
log structures furnished in the
style of the mid-19th century.
Interpreters in period clothing
will help bring the site to life.
The event is scheduled from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday,
June 10, and Sunday, June 11.
Admission is $5.50 for ages 13
and up. $4 for ages 5-12. and 4
and under free. Picnic foods and
ice-cold drinks are available for
purchase.
Bring lawn chairs, ground
blankets, picnic baskets and
umbrellas-in the event of rain.
Overnight lodging is available at
several campgrounds and camping areas within LBL. or at state
resort parks and motels in the
surrounding area.
Additional LBL information
is available by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.
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LoolligBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Ashley Adams leading her 250-strong
Eighth Grade class at Calloway
County Middle School to the
graduation exercise at the school.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Sandy Linn, youth services
director of Calloway County Public Library, said that Story Hour
programs will continue throughout the summer months.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 7-0 to Owensboro in the
Sectional Baseball Tournament
held at Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford will be married 50 years
June 15.
20 years ago
Calloway County High School
will give diplomas to 186 seniors at the commencement exercise at CCHS Jeffrey gym. Marcia Ford is valedictorian and
Beth Woodall is salutatorian.
Births reported include a boy
to Mazy and Michael Raymond,
May 28; a boy to Pelma and David
Davenport and a boy to Minos
and Hamed Kobrael, May 29.
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Collie
were married for 50 years May
31.
30 years ago
Early B. Stubblefield, 80, died
today at 5:25 a.m. at MurrayCalloway 'County Hospital. His
death was from injuries sustained
in a two-vehicle accident at the
intersection of US Hwy. 641
Mirth and Stadium View Drive,
Murray, that occurred about 8
p.m. last night.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian for Calloway County
Public Library, has announced
her schedule for the summer

months.
Elected as officers of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
were Shirley Martin, Peggy Carraway, Debbie Grogan, Mary
Graves, Vicky Holton and Linda
Hodge.
410 years ego
Roy Stewart. athletic director
at Murray State University, will
retire July 1. Cal Luther, MSU
basketball coach, has been named
to replace Stewart.
Mrs. Leroy Cunningham presented a program on "Beautiful
Americans - The Peace Corps"
at a meeting of the Woman's
Association of First Presbyterian Church held at the home of
Mrs. John Bradford.
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall
of Nashville, Tenn., formerly of
Hazel, has been elected president of the Southern Baptist
Association at the convention held
in Detroit. Mich.
50 years ago
Murray Training School Chapter of Future Farmers of America jeceived honors at the 27th
annual convention of the Kentucky FFA held at Louisville.
Larry Suiter was named state
beeNcluimpion. The chapter also
shared honors in the Community Dairy Project and received
the Silver Emblem Award,
Bobbie Kelso and Janice Armstrong, 1956 graduates of Lynn
Grove High School, will represent the Lynn Grove Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of America at the state FHA convention
at Eastern State College, Richmond. They will also receive
their state homemaker degrees.
They will be accompanied by
the chapter advisor, Bess Kerlick.

Law enforcement worker uses
connection to track down man
DEAR ABBY: I recently
got a phone call from a woman
1 hadn't heard from in 30
years. 'Vivian' and I once had
a short fling. We had a long
talk, catching up, and she said
she had gotten my number
from my sister, who lives out
of state.
1 was surprised not
only to hear
from Vivian,
but also that
lives
she
25
only
miles away.
menShe
tioned that
Dear Abby when she
moved south
By Abigail
years
19
Van Buren
she
ago,
worked in a law enforcement
office. When I spoke with my
sister, she said that when Vivian
contacted her, Vivian told her
sfie had always loved me and
was going to marry me.
All of a sudden, I began
getting letters from her -- but
never gave her my address.
In every letter she would pour
her heart out to me, but never
included her return address. She
would call me, sometimes three
times a day. I didn't answer
because she was coming on
too strong. Every message
Vivian left was full of emotion, sometimes sobbing, telling
me how much she loves me
and wants to be with me.
A few nights ago, she
showed up at my door,demanding to know why I was "avoid-
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By The Aasodated Press
Today is Thursday, June 1, the
152nd day of 2006. There are
213 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 1, 1813, the commander of the U.S. frigate Chesapeake. Capt. James Lawrence, said,
"Don't give up the ship" during
a losing battle with a British frigate.
On this date:
In 1792, Kentucky became the
15th state of the union.
In 1796, Tennessee became the
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16th state.
In 1801, Mormon leader
Brigham Young was born in Whitingham, Vt.
In 1868, James Buchanan, the
15th president of the United States.
died near Lancaster, Pa.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Monroe was born in Los Angeles.
In 1943, a civilian flight from
Lisbon to London was shot down
by the Germans during World War
II, killing all aboard,including actor
Leslie Howard.

In 1944, the British Broadcasting Corp. aired a coded message
intended to warn the French resistance that the D-Day invasion was
imminent.
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle
became premier of France.
In 1977, the Soviet Union formally charged Jewish human rights
activist Anatoly Shcharansky with
treason. (Shcharansky was imprisoned, then released in 1986.)
In 1980. Cable News Network
made its debut.
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mg her.' I didn't invite her
in. We sat on my front porch,
and I had a long talk with
her. I explained that a lot has
changed in both our lives; 1
had come out as gay and was
just out of a 10-year relationship. I said I was feeling
depressed and confused, and
didn't want to get into a relationship with anyone -- male
or female -- at this time. My
being gay didn't faze her. She
seemed to think she could
change me instantly.
As our conversation progressed, she admitted that she
had gone back to the law
enforcement office and some
of the old employees had done
a search on me. They told her
where I was living and gave
her directions on how to get
to my home, information on
how many vehicles I own and
the license numbers, and who
knows what else.
I feel violated. I feel Vivian
has crossed a very fine line.
I feel I'm being stalked, and
it's giving me nightmares. Was
what she did legal; and how
should I handle this? -- VIOLATED IN THE SOUTH
DEAR VIOLATED: It
should be apparent by now
that your old "fling" has mental problems. Her behavior
could, indeed, be considered
stalking. If you still have the
letters and recordings of her
messages, give them to your
legal counsel with the explanation that she located you
through information given to
her by a law enforcement
agency where she used to work.
The law ,enforcement agency
that got you into this mess
should get you out of it. You
should document every incident
of harassment, and while you're
at it, consult your physician
about the nightmares and stress
you've been subjected to. Your
attorney should have all of
this information at his or her
disposal.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing
to resolve something between
me and my boyfriend. I bought
him three yellow roses, and
he was insulted! He says yellow roses mean only friendship. My grandmother says
three roses mean love. I think
ANY rose says I love you.
Is red the only color rose
that means I love you? -HURT IN LOUISIANA
DEAR HURT: Although
traditionally red roses symbolize love and yellow roses symbolize friendship, my mother's
favorite color of rose is yellow, and that is what she
receives from my father on
every special occasion.
Your boyfriend's reaction
was extremely ungracious. He
should have thanked yoy for
the roses in the spirit in which
they were given. Please give
him a message for me: When
someone reacts that way to a
gift, it reduces his chances of
getting any more.

Impotence a result of
prostate-gland removal
DEAR DR.GMT:My husband is 79 years old, and 20
years ago he was diagnosed
with prostate cancer. He opted
to have surgery and had a
complete removal of the
prostate.
Of course, it made him impoand
tent,
now after all
these years
he wants to
send away
for things he
sees in catalogs, like
that
pills
guarantee
Dr. Gott an erection.
Now he is
thinking
By
Dr Peter Gott about sending for one
of those vacuum pumps.
Do you think any of these
things would work for him?
He won't talk to his doctor
about this, and I should add
he has heart problems.
DEAR READER: Removal
of the prostate gland almost
always results in some degree
of erectile dysfunction. This
may range from intermittent
to 'complete impotence.
In your husband's case, nonription pills would probably be useless. But a trial of
prescription medication, such as
Viagra or Cialis, might be worth
a try. He should overcome his
embarrassment and speak to
his doctor about this very personal matter.
With respect to the vacuum pump, I keep . an open
mind. I have post-prostate-surgery patients, who, with the
pump, can have something
resembling sexual intercourse.
Others cannot. It's a trial-and-

error situation.
A third option -- one which
appeals to many spouses —
is for your husband to thank
his lucky stars that he overcame his cancer, give up any
dream of potency, and simply
be satisfied with cuddling and
other nonorgasmic activities.
Let me know what he choos
es.
To give you related infor
mauon, 1 am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Erectile Dysfunction." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
doctor requested a bone-density test. 1 have osteoporosis.
He wants use to take Actonel.
It's hard to swallow pills without a piece of bread or crackers. Actonel says no food is
to be taken. Have you ever
heard of bone meal taken for
any health reasons?
DEAR READER: I am not
aware that bone meal, a product that is rich in calcium, is
recommended for any bone
disorder. Modem calcium supplements in pill form appear
to be more appropriate therapy for conditions such as osteoporosis. Ask your doctor about
this.
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book "Live Longer,
Live Better" (Quill Driver
www.quilldriverBooks,
books.com; 1-800-605-7176).
Copyright 2006, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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• strong, artificial
Opening lead -- king of diamonds.
Assume you're in seven hearts
and West leads the king ofdiamonds.
There seems to be nothing to the
play, and, if you're a happy-go-lucky
sort by nature, you win the diamond
with the ace and play the A-K of
trumps. West shows out on the second heart and you go down one,
eventually losing a trump trick to
Fast.
You can attribute the outcome to
bad luck, since the odds were about
3-1 that you-wouldn't lose a trump

trick by this method of play. But if
you consider the matter more objectively, you realize you could and
should have made the contract by
adopting a slightly different line of
play.
Instead of playing•trump to the
ace at trick two — which seems a
it is better to
normal thing to do
ruff a diamond first and then play the
A-K of trumps.
After the 4-1 division is disclosed,
you can then take steps to try to eliminate East's trump trick. You stop
playing trumps and instead cash the
A-K of clubs, lead a spade to the
jack, ruff a diamond, then play a
spade to the queen and muffs club.
As a result of arise Maneuvers,
your last three cards are the king of
spades and Q-10 of trumps. Dummy
has the ace of spades, a diamond and
a club, while E•St has the nine of
spades and 1-4 of trumps.
When you next play a spade to the
ace and lead a diamond or a club
front dummy. East's 1-4 of trumps
succumb to your Q-10.
The success of this line of play
can be traced to the farsighted play of
rutting a diamond at trick two to
allow for the possibility that East
might have been dealt four trumps to
the jack. If you don't ruff the diamond, you wind up leading from
your hand instead of dummy at trick
12.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Layer
4 Herd of whales
7 On vacation
11 German import
12 Drop the ball
13 Foul
14 Cheshire Cat,
finally
15 Estuary
16 Cuba, to Castro
17 Unmitigated
19 Grind one's
Meth
21 Winding curve
22 - box
24 Watch chain
27 Clicit-on item
28 ea* ancestor
29 Numbers
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35 Whoppers
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HOW ABOUT THIS, MARCIE
IT LOOKS LIKE SHE
GAVE ME AN "A" IN
EVERY 500JECT,..
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YOU'RE RIGHT.. HER
P-MINUSES" DO LOOK
LIKE "A'S"

42 Generously
44 Relish tray item
48 Toodleool
(hYPh
48 Stout
50 Movie theater
51 le prime
steak
52 Fold-up bed
53 Weakness
54 Oriental-art
stone
55 Wool supplier
56 SW
DOWN
1 Miffs
2 Prepares
for print
3 Prime-Ome
hour
4 Each
5 Roots
6 Pips unclogger
7 Ovid's bird
8 Kind of thinking
9 Sum total

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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20 Love - first
10 Favorable
vole
23 Old PC
11 Chills and
acronym
lever
25 Giants hero
18 Wealthy,
of yore
in Juarez
26 Faye occupant
10
27 - be tat hcnort
28 French article
29 Caustic
substance
30 Boathouse
31 Took out
to dinner
32 Hildlcock's
title
33 KR a brit
35 Hide out
(2 wds.)
37 News agcy.
38 Put
39 Reib's anthem
40 Turn out
41 - noire
43 Compelled
45 Impose taxes
46- Mahal
47 Ottoman title
49 Dog days in
Dijon
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
by our office at 1001 Wluitnel1 Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 7534927

or stop
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Hob Wanted

VP Happy Birthday,
Uncle!

Carlos E. Williams
Loy*,
Tommy & Peggy,
Dennis & Bonnie
& Family

i
'

060

BRIGGS & STRATTON is seeking emp oyees to work on the
afternoon shift (4:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.)and the midnight shift
(12:30 a.m. - 6:30 a.m.). Positions are available on the seasonal
production line. Some weekend 24-hour crews are also available.
Benefits include paid holidays, productivity rewards, and employee appreciation events. A drug screen, physical capabilities test,
and background check is required and provided by the company.
Applications will be available online at
www.briggsandstratton.com or individuals can apply in person at
the Murray BRIGGS & STRATTON Plant at 110 Main Street
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. during June 5th
through June 7th, 2006. Applications will remain active for 90
days. Please be prepared to provide previous employment history
and references (previous factory experience preferred). Come
and join a company with an established reputation of excellence.
BRIGGS & STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer.
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020

Notk•

Notice

VA West Kentucky
_It Workforce
7,ist7

ATTENTION
KatrinaStaivors
You may be eligible for
cash assistanceand/or
specialized SON/COS
*Childcare
svis,00
*Tools

300 Hammond Drive •Housing
Hookinsville, KY 42240 •Utilituis
*Clothing

1-800-928-7233

CALL TODAY!

010

LINN
Weal

RN WEEKEND SUPERVISOR
BLUEBERRIES
U-Pick
$1 50 pa
pound Open Tuesday
ThurSday, Satuday.
94 West, Lynn Grove
Leh on 893. 1/2 mile on.
right

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily Farm
684 Crossland Rd
Murray Wed- Sat
IOAM- 4 30PM
Weekly specials
GALLOWAY County

)111)1NAN('E 2006-1406
11111111 X111g a 301 877 acre
ti,ii t if1.11111 gli111.ralk 104 ial-d on the
of Murras, Calloway
Count S Ks-Mink
s s II Thomas Rushing
II Thomas Rushing, Mayil4r
-t
- !Lull 70.Cliire
II irl.i \1,1 lure
\

VsII

II ,

kiii

Pictorial History 8
Family History Book(s)

759-4938/753-2350
PH(1 1OGR.3P113
1 s nn's studio
Seddon; serom
%intact mu I u n Ilittluis

Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a
RN Supervisor for the weekend. The
Supervisor is responsible for supervising and
directing the care provided. This position is a
Ha)lor Program schedule and the times are
flexible. The schedule As Saturday and Sunday
The Supervisor must be a registered nurse
licensed in Tennessee and have long-term care
experience Excellent nursing and communications skills are also required.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career ladder program Interested candidates should mod
resume or apply in person
Henry Country Medical Center
PO. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

eshiration5

Clerk

Ca% Attii3"111•L

ORDINANCE 2006-1407
i diminee zoning :1 3111 KT; fere
• .d Lind genehilly located on the
••• Ilk id MtIrrilV, Calloway
•.i., K. ii!ky as R-2 I single family
•agriculturei
.toil
••••• II Thomas Rushing
II Mimes Rushing. Mayor

7;1- i 00 i

I
Scratched discs
ntpaired in as
: little as 1 minute
DVDs, CDs, games.
$2 each or 3 for $5.
MOVIE WORLD
753-7670
[radii itNom

iiscd I I\ I Is
is `"'`
'10111
program
NIOVIL lAr()R1 I)
753-7670

r
th.t.
Irge411° 1,'ILI

'SERVICE MECHANICS
Gardner Denver. a S1.4B manufacturer
of air compressors, has immediate
openings for 2 Service Mechanics in
the Mayfield, KY facility. Candidate's
primary responsibility will include, but
is not limited to, compressor service
and repair at both our Mayfield plant
and nationwide customer sites. A high
and
diploma/equivalent
boot
,,cchanical knowledge required. Send
resume to

Resources
Air Relief, Inc.
P.O. Box 311

Human

iiI.1711i-l'hire
Clore ('its ("jerk
PSYCHIC Readings

iireparett Its

111,11

Attorne‘

)RDINANCE 2006-1408
• nmidiii.i• re/oiling a 53 acne tract
• • 'ti hi- northwest corner
It 'si North and Highway
agriculture i to R-2
•-•,•
•
,.•,.• dimils residential I. Said primer, ••,. fled to I landri McReynolds and
Ill
. II Thomas Rushing
II l'heina-, Rushing. Mayor
II irk,

N1, I

lit.it‘

help

on

all

JUST give us•call,
we'll be glad to heti).
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Time*

Call 753-1916

lure

\I-Cluer• l'ifs

Advice

problems of Me Mrs
Ann 270-767-0508
050
Lost wN Found

Clerk

prepared is
s Attornes

fliiilk111.

I DU/MANCE 2006-1409
\I inlinance rezoning 9 255 acre.
lietween North 4th Street and
l's iiighw 111 641 North from R-2 (single
r:,
residential to 11.2 (highway hum, Said property is owned by
\I a.sret Neal of 1721 N 4th Street,
Ihmald 'Thorn of 1713 N 4th Street,
Nancy Futrell owner of a 30 foot strip of
propert s ii N 4th Street, George Catlett
.1 17117 N tth Street, and Paul Garland
..f 1901 N 12th Street
ars II Thomas Rushing
11 Thomas Rushing, Mayor
\t not

v 11.irl,i McClure
!lark% Mt(lure. City Clerk
•-•itmen,irt prepared hs
..\ .•.. llopitins, City Attornes

LOST dog, $300
reward. Family pet. 11 2 years old Fox
Hound Brown and
*tate king legs Has
collar with rabies tag
and Vets ID number on
back His name is Bo
He likes to run the
woods! Ph 270-4365613 We MISS horn

Mayfield, KV 42066
No calls. pl.

LOE

Taking applications
for all positions. Da
& night. pply in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th0 Nlurra.
No phone calls.
CNA/CMA full time 18PM-6AM.
Prefer certified Medkalion Aak, but will train
Pleasant atmosphere, good working conditions
Apply in person at Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium Vkw Drive
EOE

REWARDING Career
Opportunity
sales
Professional
LOST small black dog
position with excellent
wino tail Wearing a
income potential for a
blue collar His name is
self-motivated, hardSkip Missing from east
working team player
of Murray Van Cleave
Excellent fringe bene& Elm Grove area
fits Complete training
759-1070
Reward
provided Bring or marl
2,- 14(4
resume to Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
.11i .I.!
641 N.. Murray. KY
42071.
Call us we will be glad to help.
A child needs you!
Become- a foster parMurray Ledger & Times
ent. up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-753-1916
270-443-9004
$IS Good Pay $$$
and
Dependable
people
enthusiastic
part-time
needed
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business $7/hr •
bonuses For interview
after
call
12noon 12701753-e009

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMER
Information Systems
Department, Murray
State University. Fulltime, non-tenure track
position to begin July
2006. Qualifications:
degree
Bachelor's
strongly preferred, consideration given to candidate with extensive
expenence as an appliprogrammer.
cation
Applications
Programmer to work in
a Linux/J2EE environment. Two years experience with Java, JSP.
XML, and Linux server
administration
required. Experience
with programming in
web-based development platforms & database administration
(Oracle, mySOL. SQL
Server) desired Must
possess strong oral
and wntlen communication skills and be
able to work collaboratively as a member of a
team Responsibilities.
Under general supervision, will code, test and
debug programs. write
and maintain system
documentation; assist
in the installation and
support of vendor supplied and/or internally
written software, assist
in web enabling administrative systems; and
perform administration.
configuration & support
of Linux-based servers.
Application Deadline
June 9. 2006 To Apply'
Send cover letter,
resume, and three current letters of professional references to
Applications
Chair.
Programmer Search
Committee.
Applications
Development Services
Support,
and
Information Systems.
State
Murray
University, 112 I & T
Building. Murray. K
Women
42071-3347
are
minorities
and
encouraged to apply
Murray State University
is an equal education
employment
and

opportunity. M/F/D. A.A
employer
AVON help needed No
quotas, no inventory
$10 investment. Call
1-877-420Tammy
6567. Toll Free.
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is seelung an
energetic individual to
fill the vacancy of
Director
Activities
Applicant must be able
to work some nights
and weekends Apply
in person at Brdthaven
of Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton KY
42025 No Phone Calls
Please EOFJAAE

fiztoswod

CLASSIC Rock 94.7
Electric 96.9 needs an
advertising sales rep to
can on Murray businesses. Outstanding
with
opportunity
Murray's most popular
Bristol
radio stations.
Broadcasting - region's
oldest & premier radio
company. Immense
place to work and grow
personally. Base salary
commissions.
plus
insurance.
Health
Required:
401K.
'Previous outside sales
experience.
iobs@wqqr.com
Background checks will
be conducted. Equal
Opportunity Employer
that
hires without
regard to race, age,
gender or national origin.
CURRENTLY seeking
lawncare & dean out
professionals to perform clean outs 8 lawn
maintenance on for properties.
closed
Duties include Debris
general
removal,
cleaning, minor repairs
and complete lawn
care Unlimited earning
potential for highly
motivated individuals.
For more details reply
to: kyiobs0snowcom panies com

hiring day/night
servers.
hosts/hostesses &
cooks with summer
availability.
No phone calls.

150
Fall*
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manage
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Cal
M-F gam-1pm only!
1-800-578-8799
SERVICEMASTER is
taking applications for
Janitorial
weekend
work. Call
270-443-8146

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.
WILL babysit school
age kids at night only,
will also sit with hospital or nursing home
patients 227-4353

OPEN 24/7
Rex's Worm Farm,
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Ph. 270-436-2189.
night'
Redworms,
crawlers. waxworms,
mealworms.
Mealworms, 1,000: $12
post paid. Ship mealworms only.
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
tiet.

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
WILD Blue Satellite
Internet. No phone line
required! Up to 512K
download speeds for
$49.95 per .month.
Wood Electronics.
270-753-0530
bBuy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Junk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Silver
coins. 753-1376
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting 753-4109

DRIVERS: - Regional
Runs - Home Most
Weekends - Often
Home During the Week
No Touch Freight 150
900, Drop and Hook For Sale
.-43ealth
Drivers
Insurance $1 00 per
45
insulated stor
foot
Paid
Life
week
Insurance- 1-1'? Cent age trailer Side & rear
per Pay Miie Safety doors Excellent condiBonus Paid Quarterly - tion $1,800 Call 7537668 days or 753-4919
4011. • Paid Vacations 35K to 45K Yearly - nights.
Direct Deposit • Rider CINDERELLA prom
Paid dresses 1 size 4 yelProgram
Orientation - Positions low. 1 size 8 blue. $150
require: Class A CDL each. 270-492-8614
months
18
and
FREE
Experience - Mirumurn DISH Network 4-room
age 23 years - Part Satellite
System.
Time Drivers with Programming starts at
are
Experience
S19.99/mo. Get 8
Welcome - Local Work channels of Stanz
in the Pnnceton Area
FREE for 3 months.
EOE
Possible
FREE DVR upgrade
(800)777-4668 ext. available Ask how you
126 or 264 Of emelt can get $100 rebate
hatch0
Beasley Antenna &
bestwayexpress corn
Satelkte 759-0901

parents
FOSTER
needed Earn $35 day
BULK Mall Operator
by opening your home
Growing Print. Mailing. to a child in need Call
Firm
seeks
& Design
NECCO at
Experienced Bulk merr 886-306-3226
Operator Experience
in Excel a plus. MANAGER in Training
Excellent salary, paid Hibbett Sports is hiring
vacation. 401K and in Murray. Apply at: 842
health insurance. Send North 12th Street.
resume to ST11. PO. Murray, KY 42071.
Box 2815, Paducah, Hibbett Sports conKY 42002-2815.
ducts drug tasting.
saint0hibbettcorn
FLW Outdoors in
Benton. KY is seeking
OTA DRIVERS NEEDbookkeepenaccountED. COMPETITIVE
ant ideal candidate
WAGES AND BENEwill have experience in
PACKAGE,
FITS
A/P. Ti,A/ general
HOME WEEKENDS.
ledger. payroll a,
'A
spreadsheets Must be MUST HAVE CLASS 3
COL WITH MINIMUM
a team player, have
YEARS OTR EXPERIstrong communication
ENCE, CLEAN MVR.
skills, have the ability
(800)488-1087
to mulbtaimit and be
nighty 'ft.:avow and
DUALITY housekeephighly organized.Mail
ers needed for part
resume to Personneltime resort cleaning
Finance, FLW
Saturdays are required
Outdoors. 30 Gamble
with additional hours
Lane. Benton. KY
available weekdays
42025
Call Susan 436-2345

NEW 5x8 tilt utility Waller with mesh floor.
$370. 293-8285

(FREE)
L.P Gas fill

wIth

20 lb tank purchase

4158 Brokers
701 South 12th Street

753-4389

Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
60
Furnishings
BASSETT mahogany
64* 9 drawer dresser
with 34"x46* wood
framed mirror. Call
227-2626

Wr
Po
che
be
mo
ing
ties
Aug

RE,

Galen

2005 Dixie Choppe
Extreme Machine. As
new, 200 hours, 2yrs
warranty left, 60' cut.
$8,100. 345-2438
INGERSOLL. 3014 HP
HD 48' mowing deck.
Runs good, $500. Ph.:
270-436-5613
PINE Mulch
$25.00 per scoop
Maley Landscapes Inc
512 South 4th Street
220
Mania

SA
REP

6

ftL
Fun
Rep
Iii

ELL
Mi

GOOD used piano
753-4965

C0g,
Ts

Sidi

22I

Are
ors

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10,500.
753-6012
Nines ForI*
16X80, 3BR, 2BA
completely remodeled
Set up at E-15 Coach
Estates. Call 767-0313

1,1
Slu

28R mobile home and
lot. $13,500. 753-6012

Ro

3BR, 2BA 14x76
mobile home Please
call 293-7011 for more
details

Si

atic

Ina

Di

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
Single wide only
$13,9951! This won't
last long. Call now!'
(731)584-9429
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
Double wide & land
only
$49.99511
(731)584-9109

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic HUGE 16100
Plaza. Murray to MN 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
our large selection of only $29.995M
Definition (731)584-9430
High
Televisions. DIP, LCD. MOBILE home 14'x70'
Roar New carpet,
&
Plasma
Projections. Brands by. Idldien, all appliances
LG. Toshiba. Zenith. includes moving. setJVC, Sanyo & Sony. up (No underpinning)
We haves large selec- Must see to appreciate
tion of entertainment $13,000. 492-8659
canters as well is TV
carts Beasley Antenna
lia
llkerskrase
& Satellite 7590901
LIKE new. Motorized
chair. Jazzy 7. used 38R $285 00
less than 3 hours (2 753-8012
'yrs. old). Cost new. NICE 2BR mobile
$6,995 Sell for $2.700. home. No pets.
Must see to appreciata 753-9666
Evening calls, 270SMALL 2BR 8 rnilos
227-1307.
Gateway computer wi north No pets. $235
plus deposit 753-8582.
extras. $700
227-1935
270-227-3859
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Saturday June 10th, 2006 at 10:00 AM
AuLtion HeIrl
1`,111ei'm Site tIniteeml,
I SPE Centur

REAL=ATE WILL SELL
AT 10:00 AM
REGARDLESS OFPRICE!

BUY ANY TRACT.

=L.
Al Reel Estate aMesrlimed in the nowspaper
Is subtect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act oft988. ea amended. which makes It Mr
gal to achrerbee any
preference, hmrtabon,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or nationel omen,
or an attention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
chvesings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis

COMBINATION,OR

Brochure or Visit: wwvv.harnsauction.com
15% Down Day OfSale Balance In 30 Days.
TERMS:
REAL ESTATE

Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what it's worth'
(270)759-4218

ENTIRE PROPERTY

trail

arm
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HARRIS
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light
10M.
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: $12
neal-

2088 St. Rt. 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
(270) 247-3253• 800-380-4318
Your Professional Auctioneers.'
Visit our Website: www.harrisauctions.com

PUBLIC AUCTION

93

Antiques & Collectibles
Friday June 2'5 30PM

Saturday, June 3, 2006
9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.

Benton Auction House
SI No011 Main Benton, KY 42025

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take hwy 94 west to Lynn Grove.
See auction signs. From Mayfield take 121 South through
Coldwater, turn right onto hwy 1836,
follow to auction.
power tools & hand tools. Will sell a frost free refrigerator - small
chest freezer - color TV.- 3 piece bedroom suit, regular bed- queen
bed- nice recliner- chair & ottoman- nice vacuum cleaner- push
mower- some old glass & china- lot of christmas lighted free standing wise men and angels- pots & pans- flatware- odd chest and vanities- flourescent light- fish cookers- one full bottle of propane gascharcoal grill- lot of stuff- nice table & chairs.
Auction held Rain or shine. Lunch available. Not res., nsibk or accidents.
1)%\ %III 11.14 435-4144 1)%IRIII- 1.1 III %".I 4 l5-4-120
I lit \II I
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PARTNERSHIP LIQUIDATION & BUSINESS CLOSING

)iano

X S7i•

REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE—INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
BOX VAN — BOAT—MISCELLANEOUS .
Selling out the Business Of"Mike Tierney & CO."

Furniture, Using many of the Old Fashioned Techiques. Specializing in
Reproduction Furniture of Shaker, Mission, Early American,& French Country
using Cherry. Walnut, Maple & Oak Woods.
FURNITURE HIGHLIGHTS. 30 Plus Tables - Sofa Tables, Cherry Tables,
Mission Desks, Walnut Desks, Cherry Top Round Table. Solid Tiger Maple Table,
Country Pine Table, Birds Eye Maple Armoire. Cherry Hunt Boards, Antique Oak
Table, Trestle Tables, chairs MALL Kind.. Cherry Corner Cabinets. Walnut
Sideboard. Shaker Bench. Plus Much Much More!!!
22 It. Sailboat *1 Trader. 1994 Ford F150 Tnmit Ant Hoosier Cabinet VI/ FlOur Bo
Ant Can* Back Trunk. Antique Garden Tallier 2 Ant Occanixiel Lamp Tat*es phis
other Antique Furniture & Garage Toots

31 up

••••
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*fled.
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0313
and
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I4x76
lease
more

• °natty 10"
[Nina
Table Saw. Tool Chest, Ind Powermaiir Wood Lathe. Gnat& Dust Collector, Grizzly
Shaper iv Power Feeder, Gruzly 0" Jointer. 24" Ind Planer, 36' Duel Drien,Sender,
SCM 95 Table Saw for Panels.or 1 ong Ripping w Swing Ann, Delta 20 hid Band
Saw, 12" Powermanc Table Saw.6" Delta Jointer. Drill Press. Powermatic Mortising
Machines, Phase onvenor. 10" Radial Ann Saw. Delta Umfmce. Wood (lamp..
Rollers. Si, ood Vices, Hand Tools. Panel Saw. Dodo Seis Phi. toe More..
41.L112MOJULL& la FT Boat 35Hp Mercury & Trailer (used very littlel
Cab-Over Boa Van. 150. Bed, Pull out Ramps. New 350 Chevy Engine
In,,. 9031
nkallifil; Located offII, 441 0. S.M. KY Ky I so.•On ford .4 I. 4ortha•M *bowel CM.,
More flffecoons 5.. as oe Web•owe harcherm00••• Cam
IV.11 00 Kerr..
•KU(TOOK
NAT( cart II AI
520 •I1 K1505 ID BF.TON 141 42025
K HAT( TT 1110K1 a• nit,11054FFR
i2•0J•2,2544,, 2501 542 5140

•
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SATURDAY,JUKE.3, 2806 inn
New Omani,KY 2506 Kline Trail Rd.
From Pans Landing take fn Hwy 119 toward
Murray. KY (becomes Ky. 1211 to Valentine Rd
(Valentine Rd is the road beside Mt. Cannel Baptist
Church), turn nght go to first road on nght. turn nght
on Cypress Trail. go to Kline Trail Rd. go app I 1/2
miles. auction on the left Signs will be posted
Selling 2005 double wide 211264 mobik home
and lotfor secured parties
(vbil ear weirder: www.desetayiareadisecesei
I1
1 1,1\11
1, I

El
lobilp

ONLY 4/10 MILE FROM PATTERSON'S
LANDING RAMP ON KY LAKE'This 2005 2804
double wide mobile home has 3 bedrooms. 2 baths.
kitchen/dining. fireplace. oak cabinets. GE side -by.
side refrigerator. stove. vinyl & carpet, dishwasher.
ceiling fans. window treatments, central heat & au.
24100 garage MIMS_ AILIZOMIL111.010_1181
REALFSTAIT4 109t down day of auction with balance due within 30 days with passing of deed THIS
FOR INVESTORS
IS A GREAT OPPORTUNI
OR RETIREES TO BUY LAKE AREA PROPERTY
AT PUBLJC AUCTION
FOR MORE'INFORMATION t'ONTACF:
htll

hi% /to?'

%Ill thus Si

miles
$235
3582.

Check out the classifieds at
www murrayledger com

Prop.
For Sek

Estate & Consignment Auctions
270-705-4859
Ralph Austin, Auctioneer
www.austinauctionservice.com

1,200 sq. ft. concrete
block building on S. 4th
St. 190 foot road
Excellent
frontage.
location. Call 753-7668
days or 753-4919
nights.
2297 State Route 94
Commercial
East.
properly. 2,688 sq. ft.
building. .620 acre lot.
Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches.
Also for sale: clothing
racks and shelves. Call
Bill Barton 753-5856

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
'
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
188, all appliances,
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759.4118
ARCHITECT designed
townhome.
2BR/1.5BA. covered
parking, appliances
including washer/dryer,
serene landscaped
views, bother carpets.
extra storage. No pets.
S695/month.
1401 Diuguid.
270-293-3904.
ATTRACTIVE 1 BR
apartment. Near MSU
& downtown. $275
rent/cleposlt. 227-7298

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480

ga

ms For Rent

1 8 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
15288 near MSU.
Appliances furnished
Coleman RE.
753-9896
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0806
1,2, & 3E313 apts available Please call
753-8221
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
.213R. 1 Bath apt. Id,
appliances, w/d, $425.
.1B8. 1 bath, with
study. w/cl, $350
753-7559

Good DEAL! Small
188 apartment with
cable TV plus 5 premium channels plus high
speed Internet plus all
utilities included except
phone Close to hospidowntown
tal and
$225/mo.
industry
deposit
$150
References and lease
No pets 227-0406
LARGE 2138. 2 full
baths, all appliances +
washer & dryer, quiet
neighborhood.
753-7813
LIKE new, I BR apt, all
appeancas. Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message.
RED OAKS APTS.
5—
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2813 From $325
Cali Today,
753-8888.
SMALL. 188, no pets
water paid. 753-5900

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
113R $290.00
288 $340.00
3813 $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,600 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
parking,
plenty of
excellent location near
404 N.
building.
judicial
4th St. complex.
759-3772

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

sambas
COCKER Spaniel pup
pies, $60 270-382
2369, 270-247-0392
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
438-2858.
FULL blooded
Dachshunds.
Miniature, short haired.
red. 6 weeks old,
wormed. MC registered parents.
(270)376-5711 4

For Rol
1 BR house in country
water furnished, no
pets. 753-0728
3bedroorn foreclosure
Buy for $5,025 For listing 800-749-6124 Ext.
S021
HOMES from $199/rnot
Foreclosures!
4%down, 30 years at
8.5%. For listings 800749-8124 ext 5891
Muds
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

11E•LOOP

HAY for sale. New
Concord area. You cut
and bale. 731-2328244. If no answer,
leave number,

MOVING
SALE
1508 Cardinal Dr.
Fri 6/2 & Sat 6/3
6AM-?

100
Yard &Is

GARAGE SALE
1087 POOR
FARM RD
FRIDAY
JUNE 2ND
N. Gas dryer, boy
clothing 0-18
mths., tools, few
home decor items,
purses, women
clothing S. M & L

lots of miscellaneous, kitchen
stuff, household
items, furniture

YARD SALE
1553
OXFORD DRIVE
SATURDAY
JUNE 3RD
7:00 AM.-?

370

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has 182BR
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, No pets, Call
753-2905

•• GM.MM.:. W...or 1.yr ....•••••••••••••••••••••••

Bath,
land
995'1

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
i.Secu ray alarmed
.Safe 8 clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

69 Main St. Benton, Ky. Northgate Shopping Center
ELIMESSRIGRUGHIS;This Business is known for their Custom Built
Inc.
eel

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

Cataloged
ci Chin.
0laas Cla
36 QualitYC.
; Oak Curved
litireximalslY
APPte
Furn
Cab., Ant. &pc. Oak Bed. Suit, Space Saver Kit.
Cab., Prim. Fiat Wan Cupboard, Breakfront, Oak
1 Dr. Wardrobe, 1930's China Cab., 2 Early
Cheats,Prim. Tables, Rd. Oak Table Whit
Leaves/6 Chairs & More!! Misc; Aladdin Queen Colonial- Wash. Drape & Corinthian In Colors,
Oki Hanging Moon&Stars Ught, Seth Thomas
Clock, Heisey, Am. Fostoria, Fenton, Ricco
Glass,Say Pe*, Of Mull & Roseville, McCoy,
Fiesta, Shawnee Pig Items, Germany Mache
Candy Conts. & Putz Sheep, Moe Quilts, Stoneware, Cast Iron, Adv. Items, Stanley MS Plane,
Straight Razors, Folding Goose Decoys, Indian
Trade Axe,2 Fraternal Swords & Much More!!
See Weibuttafer conialetieUeSaniailli Pictures!

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

-7k AUCTION
SATURDAY,JUNE 3RD,2006 — Starting at 10:00 a.m.

4 HP
deck.
I. Ph.:

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

AUCTION

Wrenches & tools will sell at 9:00 a.m. Will take about an hour on

)gany
'wiser
wood
Call

lestlhorl
11rvo&rt. Su.1

A Leader in Land Marketing

r$
)IL
S.

Mel•7S

Retriever
GOLDEN
mix. 5 weeks old $25.
293-5423
KOI, Japanese, High
grade. Private collector
is overstocked. 3--1',
14 total fish. 4585
State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY.
270-753-0869
fad& Supple
HAY Baling Round or
Square 270-293-7776
or 293-0909

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

YARD SALE
1205 Poplar St
Frl & Sat•7AM-?
new & used nursing uniforms, med
to plus size nice
clothing, med-plus
shoes, jewelry,
knick knacks,
household items,
area rugs, weights
& bench

GARAGE
SALE
121N to Hwy
1124, 4th house
on left
Fri & Sat•6-?
antiques, glassware,
truck topper, golf
clubs, furniture,
men's women's &
children's clothes,
pictures, collectibles,
01 Camry

CARPORT
SALE
1307 Overby St.
1 block N. of
Sycamore on
13th St.
June 2nd & 3rd
7AM-3PM
furniture, office supplies, exercise equipment, household
goods. twin bed set

YARD SALE
1422 Coles
Campground
Rd, across from
the church
Fri & Sat•6-4
appliances, electronics, furniture,
toys, Yu-Gi-Oh and
other trading cards
and much more

BIG YARD
SALE
144 Jones
Sparkman Rd.
Thur, Fri, Sat
8AM-?
lots of everything

The Place

to

Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
Classifieds

753-3853

(270)753-1916

Furniture,
clothes, movies,
craft/sewing
supplies, lots of
other stuff

YARD SALE
Cleave
Rd.(Corner of
Hwy. 80 & Van
Cleave)
6/3/06 •8:00AM

2259 Van

Look for the June issue
of the Murray Area
Homes Guide published by the Murray
County
Calloway
Board of REALTORS.
be at
to
Inc., scheduled
participating real estate
offices and various
businesses this Friday.
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
vnvw.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109,
270-227-1545

[D-F"nol

KY-DOCKABLE
Lakefront. 2.74 Ac.,
$79,900. Priced for
quick sale. Call owner
270-350-6816
Lots For Saki
2.34 acre restricted
building lot. Corner of
Wrather
8
Short
Roads $14,500. Call
753-7668 days or
753-4919 nights.
For Sal.
RANCH Style House 8
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
shed,
equipment
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992

couch, loveseat,
IR=For Ws
wrought iron table & [
chairs, bassinet,
2 BR 2 bath brick with
baby swing, men's
Large bonus room. New
L-XL name brand
appliances, remodeled,
clothes
Ave.
Story
1405
$93500. 753-3119
2BR 1BA small cottage
LARGE
in Panorama Shores
SALE
MOVING
near KY Lake. Dock
456
access. Financing to
qualified person.
HUNTER RD
489-2266 or 293-0028
BENTON, KY
488, 3 bath in city,
FOLLOW SIGNS brick, newly remodeled
kitchen, ready to move
SAT 7:30-?
in! 753-2297
SUN 7:30-7
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
Furniture, clothes,
bath, $10,000. For listbooks, dishes,
ings 800-749-8124 Ext.
tools & much
5020
GREAT house, great
Murray neighborhood,
GARAGE SALE
great value. $142,000.
773
759-2416
ROBERTSON RD S.
HOMES from $10,0001
Foreclosures! 1-3BR,4
FRIDAY JUNE 2ND
listings. 800-749-8124
SAT JUNE 3RD
ext. S835
7:30 AM
All name brand
clothes for men,
women & kids
(Limited too, Nautica.
Tommy, Gap 8 Old
Navy) TV 8 lots more

6 PARTY
YARD SALE
813 Sha Wa
Cir.
Saturday
7AM-12PM
Something for
everyone

CALLOWAY
ALUMNI
YARD SALE
CCHS
Fri 6/2 & Sat 6/3
7AM-1PM
Huge sale
Proceeds go to
scholarship

& ATVs
02 Yamaha 650 V
Star. Many extras &
lots of chrome. Corbin
seat, Vance & Hines
bags.
pipes. Hard
windshield and more
ridden
lady
7,100
miles. $4,800.
270-753-2751
450 YZF & 178 125,
less than 15 hours, like
new '03 & '04 models,
$5,000 for both. Call
293-2487.

MUSTANG convertible.
condition.
Perfect
2002. new tires, rear
spoiler. 29K miles. well
maintained, white with
top/interior,
tan
$14,775. 753-0815
BUY police impounds
Cars from $500. For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526

Check us out
on the Web!
www.murrayledger.

CLASSIFIEDS

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
IJINOUNCEMENTS
*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as letie as $250 with
one order one payment For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDfNGS
•All steel Building Sale'
"Plus Free Bonus,"
20x28 Now $4200
25x32 $5800 30x42
592(X) 40x62 $14.900
Extensive range of
sizes Front end optional Pioneer 1-800-6685422
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES
*Business Partnership
Openings with KY/ TN
Professionals
multiDeveloping
dimensional company
Restaurants/ gift shops/
entertainment facilities
for Nationwide franchisfloor
Ground
ing
525k
opportunity
502-569Required
1965, 800-880-1310
BUSINESS
SERVICES

+state Planning Sales! 4:Myer- $1,500 bonus
We provide qualified every 6 months OTR &
leads, pre-set appoint- Regional Excellent
ments, product training Horne Time 1 year
and sales support OTR with Tank and
5100K income potential' Haz Oakley 877-882Pnor outsider in-home 6537 wvev.oakleytransexperience port.com
sales
required 800-860-8275 •Driver- Be Home Every
ext 104
Weekend! 61-2 times/
wk Earn up to $50000
INSTRUCTIONAL
first year! Regional
•Attend College Online
deliveries
flatbed
from home 'Medical.
Class-A CDL & 6
'Business, •Paralegal,
months tractor/ trailer
'Computers •Cnminal
req d.
eirperience
Justice Job placement
Valley
Wabash
assistance Computer
Inc.
Transportation,
provided Financial aid
8 0 0 - 2 46 - 6 3 0 5
866Call
qualified
if
www vMonline corn
858-2121
over
Earn
•Driverwere Online Tidewater T
$1000 per week with
ech corn
Southern Pines We
•Detta Trucking School
low-level
haul
Accepting Trainees for Radioactive Containers
CR
Swift,
Werner,
with
CDL-A
on ftatbeds
England, others! 16 day Hazmat, great benefits
CDL! $O down, student and equipment 800financing! Tuition reim- 837-7502
bursement avail. Job
Fantastic
placement asst. Mon- •Driveropportunity, Sign on
Sun 1-800-883-0171x6
bonus by the mile. Start
MEDICAL
up to 46CPM, Per diem
QualComm,
Power and
•NeW
trucks, 6
Assigned
Wheelchairs, scooters
experience
Absolutely no cost to months
800-441-4271
you Call Toll Free 1- required
ext KY-100
866-346-4046

•Attention
Homeowners- Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
kitchens Guaranteed
financing, No payments until fall 2006
Starting at $99 month
Cali 1-800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2,795 Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Log skidders also available www norwoodinFREE
dustries corn
Information 1-800-5781363 ext 300-N
FINANCIAL
•$$CASH$$ Immediate
Cash for structured settlements, annuities, law
suit. mortgage notes &
JG
flows
cash
Wentworth al 1 800794-7310
FOR RENT
*Find affordable rental
in
housing
www KyRents org'
Free searching, free
listings, Provided by
the Kentucky Housing
Equal
Corporation
Housing Opportunity
FOR SALE
*Wolff Tanning Beds
Buy direct and save,
Full body units from
$22 a month' Free
Call
Color Catalog
Today' 1 800-842 1305
www op etstan corn
HELP WANTED
•Ad Sales Make up to
45% commission plus
gas allowance, weekly
paid
hotel
travel
new
renewals and
clients full or part time
1888)723-8338
-Best sales job in
Unlimited
America'
earls Ni, cold calling
Earn 50k to 150k 1st
year We provide a full
line of final expense
mortgage protection
health insurance &
annuities Call Today
ext
866 224 8450
1234 Ask for Steve A
Life & Health License is
Required
•Diroctor of Health
Nursing
Services
Degreed RN Active
Kentucky License &
prior long term care
experience requded
salary
Competitive
benefits package and
annual bonus potential
Submit Resume A,
to
History
Salary
Cedar Ridge Health
utive
Exec
Campus
Director 121" US Hwy
62E Cynthiana KY
41031 or 114 cedar
i•dge
exdOtrilogyhs com
[OF

Chovrole
1990
Savereeo Blk 5 7 V
nowt hood Eagle altc•
wheats 14 500
227 7725 293 9209
'66 model Chevy 283
engsrwa has been mod.
herd and blueprinted
Great
rally wheels
PrOpect truck $3 000
CM 293-2487

Owner
•Driver,
Only:
Operators
Average $1 20/ mile.
Grand Home weekend. No
•Tennessee
Opening, Swan Ridge forced dispatch Plate
private.
a
Resort,
Lake
program Older trucks
gated community with welcome Quick Start,
both Lake-view and Call Max at T&T! 1-800Mountain view home- 511-0082
sites Lots starting at
As Freight
$29,900 Call Today, •DriversIncrease, you
( 9 3 1 )2 4 3 - 4 8 7 1 rates
your bottom
www swanridgedevel- increase
line- Receive 65% of
opment corn
gross revenue per load
SPORTING/SPORT100% fuel surch, passING GOODS
thru from customer, avg
per mile No
Blossom. over $1 65
*Cherry
dispatch
Georgetown, voted a1 forced
golf FLEETS WELCOME 1
access
public
877-452-5627 CDL
course of 2004-2005 by
3 mos req
Magazine
GolfWeek
Section •Drivers
KPGA
(CDL Al
host
Championship
Students, Graduates
available
Memberships
$3,900
about
Call
502-570-9849 or visit Tuition pay, Training
our website WWW cher- available No loading,
ryblossomgolf com
Sign-on
unloading
No haz-mat
•Gun Show, Walton. KY bonus,
NYC/
No
required
June 3, 4 Nat Guard
(800)848Canada
Armory Sat 9-5, Sun
0405/ www p11-inc corn
9-3 For information, call
765-914-0051 Buy, Sell, •Drivers Did you averTrade,
age 11 88 in your
Tractor or $1 45 in
•Hunt Elk. Red Stag,
your straigf3 truck last
Buffalo Whitetail falweek? Our drivers did'
low- Guaranteed huntTri-State Expedited 115 00,
ing
license
888-320-5424
8/25/06Season
3/31/07 We have a no *Drivers- Flatbed
game- no pay policy
Recent Average
Book Now, Days 314- $1,443/ week No expeEvenings rience? On the road
209-9800.
314-293-0610
training available Late
model assigned equipTRUCK DRIVERS
ment, great benefits
HELP WANTED
800-771-6318
•A&B Drivers Needed
www primenc com
In Louisville and
•Flatbed Drivers We
Local
Georgetown. KY
don't promise the moon
shuttles and yard jockWe deliver it, Home
and
local
ey. flatbed
weekends great pay,
benefits
pay.
great
OTR
late model Pete s Call
arid miles FT & PT,
Patrick 877-882-3838
available (2yr recent
www drivedecker corn
exp required) 866-2702665
.Make more money in
www abcfrivers corn
2006 with our pay
Company raise, Dnvers with just
•CDL A
will
Owner 1 year expenence
&
Drivers
make $ 4,7•mile, More
Operators $0 down
more'
lease purchase avail- experience earns
Express 1
able Company drivers Heartland
avg $800 $1200 per 800-441-4953
www heartlandexweek 0/0 avg $1.25$1 40. per mile Full press com
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

benefits & Discounts
Paid
available
'Home
Orientation
Often 800-308-1893 or
866-250 3393

No
•No Experience
Job?? No problem"
Job
Training
CDL
placement $7401940
wk No money dowr
MealLodging,
•Class A Drivers lyr
Transportation Hiring ,
OTR Exp Co up to
top your area today 1-87
50cpm
13.5 65cpm 0/0 up to 554-3800
$1 41pm Benefits after
30 days HometimeNew KW trucks 1 80°879 2486 x286

1-77.
[421c95 Four Winds 36
trailer
travel
Remodeled in 2001
$3 000 OBO
731-479-2166
1.483 Coachmen 8 x21
1? $2,000 f1FM
1971
camper bus
12 500 Ann runs good
270-227-4600

16 fl aluminum bass
boat Location Robs
Marine Call
731 232-6140
2 hydro hoist at ski
lifts $400 each or $700
both 436-6248
293-193.4
2000 Pro Team 175
bass tracker boat 40
HP Mercury motor Like
new 753-0523

Paint & Saniblasting
COAVAERCIAI, INDUSTRIAL & RESIDENTLAL
II • e111111111011 Ws&Wxg • Removing Mildew
• Hong II Mesh Drywall
• Textured Orange
• Rernodeng Interior•Exterior
.an )ob To Small orLeree
irk klAAV TITALET
4

1170-4.111-117.4
OW

rne

sr karre

-sa
wo16116?t1:7

saline,, a nes in

lain'

Murray Ledger Jr unset.

Exercise
411e; LEDdER &TIMES

Alb

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

Studies show that reading keeps
the mind sharp. Give your brain a boost.
Subscribe to the newspaper and expand
your mind with a world of information.

Call Classified
Advertising at

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

(270) 753-1916

& Motors
1988 Stratos 181 Pro
bass/crappie boat 150
GT Johnson motor
Looks & runs great
OBO
$6,000
(2701354-5043

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing Molt hong
Lands,aping
SaIntarlttttt guarmileed
•Sentor dreen lint Irani'

Call 753-1816
227-0611
Mowing
Lawn
1
mulch, other services
also 227-8658

1/2 PRICE
LAWN
SERVICE

When quality counts &
price matters!

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 TEARS EXPEMEM.Y.
(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering
landscaping. siding
••FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk net

Free estimates
753-8941
293-4954 AFFORD
ABLE carpentry and
restoration No job too
Collins
small.
Contracting
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
Mower
A-1
Joe's
eRepair Tune up Fsrpee
cials
pickup/delivery
436-2867
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tractor work
tearing down buildings
hauling, gutter cleaning 436-2867
At Stump Removal
Fully insured
437 3044
AAA Hauling
Clean-up, junk,
garages. yards.
tree work
Free Estimates
Anytime 753-9210
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms. vinyl siding,
mobile home repair.
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (2701753-9372
or (270)753-0353
%M)IO `s
Nt S\ SI I \I.

• 17 ,

•Ii
• I,

I

7.5.11.9511.4 • 978-11404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
l2/01 293-8726 0i)
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

SISISIrrss's
UPI si RN sKi

II

%NUN \IN \

till I

I slINIS11 s

1 1 767-0958
270-519-X570 storm
CONCRETE
shelters Underground
and hillside
270-978-0404
CUSTOM tractor work,
garden tilling, blade
bushhogging
work.
Carroll
L
Gerald
Owner 492-6159.
293-0163

Cleaning
DAVID S
Services
in
Specialize
We
Cleaning"
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
Available
,,We Use Hot Water
•Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
12701527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Calf
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tine
Service
removal,
Trimming,
dump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL
HEDGES TRIMMED
GUTTER CLEANING
484 2655

Need help
Promoting your Business?

Green Acres
Lawn Care:
A Cut Above The
Rest
•Shrub and tree
trimming
•Gutter cleaning
•Other services
.Quality service at
affordable prices
227-8658

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

you and/or annoy you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your playfulness comes
out. You enjoy yourself in nearly
any situation. that heads your
way. Communication energizes
your decisions. Make plans early
in the afternoon for the weekend.
on your plate.
1)1(1 \ SIM II 111 Hs A lot will land
say so.
11, , 11 I i i\s lirii IIIPS Tonight If you are tired,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might serve as an
•
anchor to- a family member or
• 5,I.1key partner An expenditure
sti\i /II •
might be justified, but you still
2711,29 t 114 ii
might not want to go down that
path Understand what makes
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
proceed.
happy, then
you
• Mowing & Mulching
• Shrub & Tree trimming
Tonight Let your imagination
• Gutter Cleaning
lead you in a new direction.
• Senior Diseowits
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
•Nofessional work
**** You speak your mind
iii alturdable prices.'
well. You are a sign that loves
227-8575
words and communication. Put
yourself 100 percent into whatever you say or think Catch up
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
on mail, news and calls. You'll
"since 1971"
want to start the weekend with a
•Carpets .Upholstery
clear desk. Tonight Happy at
.Emergency Water
home.
Removal *Quick
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Drying
**** Review a money matter
Free Estimates
with energy. Listen to feedback
Dirt?"
"Got
that heads in your direction. You
753-5827
might want to clear your desk or
mind of some financial matters.
Do just that Make tun plans with
MURRAY SIDING
associates. Tonight: You don't
C h./moots COMPANY have to go far
•Vimt SilliNG •Sisia0011aS LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•Ittirractiourr WINDOWS
**** Melt others' barriers with
•PA1TAI•$4111,1411 MOWING
a smile You'll like the end results
Coin'Huts
and perhaps gain an under(278)293-9858
standing that you didn't have
previously You might want to
rethink a decision. Review a situPAINTED
ation with an eye to straightening
METAL ROOFS
Installed. lh Mors'
AD years experience
Call Dennis R
Carter. Hazel
270-492-8688
Remodeling Siding.
Paint. Soft Floor
Repair or Roof
leaks Etc
PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
759-4704 437-4011
'Reel ' arme

up a money problem Tonight.
Fun doesn't have to get you into
debt.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You move slowly at first
But you turn from tortoise to hare
by the afternoon, when the Moon
slides into your sign. At this time,
your personality melts barners
and adds to your happy ways.
You have a lot going for you.
Tonight: Your smile wins.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** A decision might not be
wntten in stone. You might want
to challenge what is happening
with an eye to positive changes.
If you go on a fact-finding mission, you'll come up with many
different facts. Bravo! Tonight:
Mull over what you think.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might want to think
more tarefully about a professional matter. You might want to
revamp your finances with
greater clarity. You might want to
think through a situation involving a partnership Tonight Easy
does it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Read between the lines
when dealing with a situation.
You might change your tune
because of new information
heading your way. Others are full
of information. Take a stand. Be
willing to lead more directly.
Tonight: In the limelight.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Work with an associate
carefully. You might gain a very
different perspective because of
what is said. Be willing to back
off if you feet you misjudged a
problem. -Loosen up about news
or a potential visit. Tonight:
Follow the music.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You can shake your
head and disagree with someone. but what you need to understand is that he or she is on the
same track as you; Perhaps you
have different styles to the same
end results Think carefully about
a creative venture. Think positively. Tonight: Make time for a
special friend.
PISCES (Feb..19-March 20)
*** Focus on what you want to
do rather than what you have to
do The end result will be much
better if you go with the moment
and opportunity. Clear out work
by midafternoon so you can flow
into a very social few days.
Tonight. As you like.

We do it all'
.Landscaping .Stump
grindrng •Tree woes
*Pressure Washing
PainlIng eSes1 Orly,
•flooling

705-2787

Jason BtIlington

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
,
• Murray • 753-4251
I Ad

THE4,1%CELLS THAT SELL!

Commission Rate When Selling Your Home!

534-0038

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete ne is roots,
shingle ruhtx-r, painted metal 40 )rs
cop tan kmms H
I'arter, Hazel
270-492-8688
Cleaning
HE
Company
commercial
Weekly
cleaning Reasonable
reliable & professional
Insured and bonded
w'references 5 years
Julie
experience
Painter (270)705-5514•
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Michelle Weed

293-6699
AMPBELL REALTY
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EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned It Operated Since 1987

stance
drug r

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete 1100r reinforced
with wire mesh
6 12 looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
O Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
ye
plates
F Constr gr
studs
G 7,16 0 S B
unck•rsiding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

I Sell-supporting 2s6
trusted rafters 2 ft 0 C
J 1/2

plywood/0 S 8

K Seal down shingles
Overhang covered

NI

Overhead steel
door

N Stee1 service door

O

Delu•e Models w, hardboard •iding
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2,4 fascia
aluminum covered

P 2110 headers
o 4i4 raised Curb

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE

FREE kittens
753-7901 or 293-24'

Dei
30.

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.

We offer you FREE Estimates References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
tige
FREE kittens
stripe A white with dark
males
spots
females 489-2000
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BORN TODAY
Actress Sally Kellerman (1937),
actor Gary Grimes (1955), actor
Jerry Mathers (1948)

lmpIevements

ntom tout Boor

270-753-1916

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, June 2, 2006:
Think before you leap. Even if
this is already your policy,
become more thoughtful this
year. Impulsiveness, • though
appealing, could frequently
backfire. Communication can
also define your success. You
will want to defer to others more
frequently. You discover that
others will respond more positively if they have 'their say. If
you are single, when the weather turns cold, your love life heats
up. Get ready. If you are
attached, your relationship adds
even more bounce to your step
in the months before your birthday 2007. VIRGO can anchor

HELPING Hand Tree
Service, From 4365.394 to new number
559-4779, 474-8580,
759-4935

Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

beissems Mar

Horoscope

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

Dc-lure Models w vinyl Siding

1 1/2 CAR 11200/
2 CAR
1221221
2 1/2 CAR 124;124)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR 124130
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR 124061
LARGE 3 CAR 130s30)
(30540i

57575
2 CAR itax20)
57995
LARGE CAR 1221221
S8,075
2 r2 CAR 124.241
51.775
1241001
CAR
1/2
2
LARGE
510 575
1241361
511.075
LARGE 3 CAR 1301301
514.875
130,401
Plus OFF LFVFI tOT CAll US'
Chock us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www bbgarages coin

57.275
57 975
SS 375
Se 475
59.17r,
510 97,
511477
515.27/
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